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CHURCHES

day, when the subject considered was
‘The Church and Poverty." During the
discussion which followed the introducFirst Universalist Church.
Rev
tion of the topic, it became evident that
George C. Boom, minister. 10.45 a. m! the practice
of indiscriminate charity
morning worship with sermon by the found little or no favor with the members
minister.
12 m., Sunday school, Mr. of the
Forum. The general impression
Walter Lyons Supt.
was that such
charity was a mistaken
Unitarian Church.
First Parish. kindness, and did, perhaps, mo.e harm
Minister, Rev. A. E. Wilson. Preaching than good. The opinion generally exservice at 10.45 a. m.; church school at pressed was that poverty ought to be
considered as a disease of society, or even
noon. Sermon subject next Sunday mornas a
crime, and was therefore preventing, “The Puritan Spirit.”
Methodist Church* People’s Methodist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sunday morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30.

able. At times the discussion involved
matters dealt with by eugenics and some
very frank and radical views were expressed. Altogether it was a very profitable and interesting meeting. The Forum
meets at 12.15 p. m. next Sunday.
“The Lure of Alaska” was the subject
°f a stereopticon lecture at the North

The Interchurch County Conference church last Sunday evening. Seventytwo beautiful and interesting pictures
convened in an all-day and an evening
(17) sessions at the Baptist church April 7th. were shown depicting the rush to Alaska
rg Ridley There was a large attendance of delegates during the gold craze of 1897-98, mining
lg Shute 1 and-local church people. The Journal operations, salmon fishing, agricultural
c Closson 2
goes to press too early to give a satisfac- 1 Pursuits, and many of the glaciers, mountains and rivers. Some of the pictures
If Webster 2 tory report, but will in its next issue.
were ot places
indescribably beautiful
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee has been en- and awe*inspiring in their
Lowell 3(1)
rugged graudas
eur.
gaged
organist of the First Parish
The wonderful possibilities of Alaska
r; scorer and timer, Wright,
(Unitarian) church and will commence from a commercial point of view were
s followed by a dance.
her duties next Sunday.
Mrs. Pattee is presented and the claims of the kingdom
lie recruiting drive came a very fine and efficient musician. Mrs. of .Jesus Christ in that country were not
A and B team a tie, having Clarence E. Read has been substituting overlooked. Next Sunday evening at 7.30
for the past two weeks for Mrs. Louise another stereopticon lecture will be given,
men each that passed the
nation, and took the oath. D. Pierce.
subject, “The Picturesque Southwest.”
meii
cam was defeated the
Collection to defray expenses.
Rev. J. Harrison Thompson, who has
it “Dutch Treat’’ on the
had charge of the rural survey in the
,va* served that night, and
L ...
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
sandwiches, cake and State in connection with the Interchurch
I nch man will be assessed World Movement, has accepted a call to
1...
Though the Kennebec has been and is
be paid to Sergt. Thayer to the First Baptist church in Portland and
still raging toward the sea in flood stage,
ises.
This does not stop the will assume his duties about the middle
Mr. Thompson has been in Wal- the Central Maine Power Company’s new
; he Company, as it is neces- of May.
dr> county several times the past six big power development at Skowhegan is
ve get ail the good clean felmonths and occupied the Baptist pulpit successfully withstanding the rushing
ve in the city that can be
»
nake the best and cleanest in this city. His many friends are pleas- high waters with no further damage than
i,.....
delaying work on some portions of the
Camp Devens in June and ed to learn that he will locate in Maine.
construction.
reputation which this comDue to the excessive snows, and the
The First baptist Church.
Rev.
he State encampment last
Ly
Ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 34 consequent tie-up of the railroads, during
Miller street; telephone, 145-4.
Sabbath the past month, great difficulty has been
man, the Sergt. Instructor, services of the church are at 10.45 and encountered in getting a sufficient supply
St:.
to
Co.
F.
for
their
Bible
school
at
12 o’clock; Christian of gravel moved to Skowhegan to go on
sot
Friday 7.30;
'• the same time he
gave the Endeavor meeting at 6.30; midweek ser- with the placing of the concrete in which
ft
that Co F. members are to vice on Thursday evening at 7.30. Pastor it is used.
At one time more, than 100 of
16 drills in 1918, providing Sauer’s sermon themes for Sunday are: the men on the construction crew have
Hi
I that number of drills, and “Right Fuel for Home
it:
Fires,” “He that been away to various sections of the
119 if they attended. If they Cometh unto me I will in no wise cast State to help dig out freight yards, where
ban
the
out.”
maximum number
.ten.:,Minute-men addresses at both ser- cars of the Central Maine’s gravel were
reived for drills actually at- vices. The Easter services of this church snowed in.
ivw
lo 8 for 1918 and 24 for 1919.
But the engineers now report that
were enjoyed by congregations filling the
Tended less than 8 or 24 will church, some being unable to find seats > draft tubes number one and two have
ft
The pay rolls are now in the evening.
The Bible school passed been pushed beyond high water stage
t and pay should be receivthe 100 mark at the noon hour.
fcini
Stran- and the foundation for the power-house
~t of May.
Men who do not gers in the city are cordially invited to itself is out of danger.
The cofferdam
the company are requested be present at the services throughout around the construction work has been
fc»
address to Capt. Andrews the day.
reinforced and while extremely high
water might flood it, the work inside is
get in touch with them when
The Kennebec Journal of April 2nd at a point where a wetting would do no
It.'pa. arrives.
that
Rev. E. S. Philbrook of the harm, and the cofferdam will resist the
says
First Baptist Church of Augusta has ac- ! currents that might do
:ge Kent has returned from
damage if they
a
call
to the Baptist Church of pushed inside.
cepted
former home, where she
Is,
and
will
Randolph,
leave
in
a
few
500
watt
Mass.,
electric
Big
lights have been
t
Tng for thq past few days.
weeks. The Journal speaks highly of his placed in position around the
cofferdam,
services in Augusta and says in part: flood lighting the entire job so the men
“The membership has been reorganized can work at night as well as
day.
aiong the lines of a business corporation.
There has been created an organization
MRS. HESTER A. PIERCE
for girls. Dr. Philbrook has
a

ISEARSPORT
Irf

Ecifee,

WAISTS

organized

successful Bible class and has been parMrs. Hester A. Pierce died at her home
ticularly interested in boys’ work, having in
Littleton, Mass., March 30th, at the
organized a troop of Boy Scouts which
has at present 35 registered scouts. A age of 85 years. She was born in Prospleasing feature of his work has been the pect, Me., Aug. 13, 1845, the daughter of
Ruben and Edith Bowdoin. In 1865 she
organizing of a chorus choir under the married
Capt. William F. Pierce of Belleadership of Deacon A. A. Varney.
During his pastorate 35 new members fast, who died in October, 1881. She was
have been received by baptism and 35 by ill only a few days with pneumonia when
letter.
For 15 months during the World she passed peacefully away. She leaves
War he acted as executive officer under to mourn their loss four 'efilfSfenf Mrs.
Gen. Presson, having charge of the reg- F.tta P. Dickey, Mrs. Edith K. Moody of
istration in 1913, organizing the boards of Belfast; Mrs. Harriet H. Hutcheson of
and Sewall D. Pierce of
instruction in the State of Maine.
He Toronto, Canada,
had the handling of the papers of nearly I Littleton, Mass., with whom she made
her
two sisters, Mrs. Henry Heath
100,000 men. This work was a heavy tax of home;
Stockton Springs, Mrs. Mendall Staples
on his time and on the church but was
the contribution of the church toward of Worcester; and two brothers, Sewall
Bow ioin of Stockton and Roy Bowdoin
the winning of the war.
Mr. Philbrook
of Somerville, Mass.; six grandchildren,
says that it is with a great deal of regret
that he leaves this church, the friends Miss Mattie Moody, Mrs Annie Mathews
have been faithful and loyal and the pas- and Clyde Moody of Belfast; Albert and
tor never expects to find more devoted Harold Dickey of Massachusetts, and
Nina Hutcheson of Toronto. She was a
people than those in Augusta.
His associations with the people have been ex- kind friend and loving mother and will be
sadly missed by all. Devoted to her home
ceedingly pleasant and it is with sincere she
rarely ever left it even for a short
regret that he leaves the city.”
time. She was tenderly cared for by her
North Congregational Church. son and his wife, who did everything
Rev. A. C. Elliott,
pastor; parsonage, 26 possible for her comfort. The funeral
High street; telephone, 157-4. The largest took place at her late home Thursday
attendance at the Men’s Forum since the afternoon at 2 p. m. The interment was
commencement, was registered last Sun- in Littleton.
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Easter in the Churches
Good Weather, Large Audiences and Impressive Services.

FIVE CENTS

the congregation were gripped by his
message, especially when the preacher
pointed out the bearing of the resurrection of Jesus on their own hopes of immortality. For, explain it how we will,
| the
heart of mankind clings passionately
! to the belief in a future life. And in these
when some of the greatest scientists
days
!
in the world have openly and confidently
expressed their belief in the survival of
the human personality or soul, a renewed
interest is being shown by the people in
this great truth of immortality. If science
is only now beginning to proclaim this
truth, we must remember that the Christian church has been teaching it for 1900
years.
Phjllip of Macedon kept a man
beside him to remind him of his mortality
by saying, “Phillip, thou art mortal.”
But the church has constantly said to
men, “Man, thou art immortal. Live as
an immortal.”
One of the chief values
of our Easter services lies in the fact that
they teach us to look the “Last Enemy”
in the face and say, “Death! ’Tis but to
pierce the mist, and then, how beautiful
to be with God.”

Palestine Commandery, No. 14, K. T.,
attended Easter services at the Baptist
church Sunday at 3 p. m. The floral
decorations were Bimple and very effective. The altar platform front was covered with white and dotted with sprays
of rock ferns. A white cross and wreath
with asparagus fern decoration was conspicuous on the communion table, while
potted tulips, jonquils, hyacinths, and
other spring flowers, with cut carnations,
etc., were well arranged. There was a
very large attendance of Sir- Knights in
uniform, who occupied the centre seats
reserved, for them. Appropriate music
was furnished by the following: Mr. Harold McKeen, tenor; Mrs. C. E. Read and
Miss Bertha Hayes, soprano; Miss Laura
Morris and Miss Doris Hersey, alto; Mr.
Earl i'albot, bass; Miss Florence Chaples,
organist; Miss Edna Hopkins, soloist.
The solo by Miss Hopkins, “Christ Hath
Won the Victory,” by Drew, was of unThere was a large attendance at the
usual merit. Her tones were full and service
Sunday morning at the Universweet, every word clearly enunciated and salist church when the
pastor, Rev. Geo.
eviuem
me
appreciation ui
sung in
C. Boorn, preached a fine and appropriate
thought. The pastor, Rev. George C. Easter
and
also at the song sersermon,
Sauer, presided, and the program was vice in the evening. The. floral decoraopened with processional, beautifully tions were under the direction of Mrs.
The respon- Fred G.
rendered by Miss Chaples.
Spinney. They included cut glass
sive service of the Commandery was baskets of
Easter lilies on the altar stands
conducted by Excellent Prelate Sir Knight with a
single lily in a bud vase on the
Norman S. Donahue; while the responsive
communion table. Cut flowers adorned
reading of minister and congregation was the pulpit and pots of
purple hyacinths,
conducted by Rev. William Vaughan of
yellow jonquils and white tulips were arthe Trinity Reformed church. The Scripranged at the base of (he altar to blend
ture lesson from the 20th chapter of St. with
the embroidered altar cloth. The
John was read by Rev. Alfred C. Elliott whole
effect was very attractive
of the North Congregational church.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Arthur E.
Most impressive services were held at
Wilson of the First Parish (Unitarian)
the St Francis Catholic church with
church. The sermon, “The Undimmed
Easter services by Rev. Fr. T. J. O’MaSplendor of the Cross,” by Sir Knight
honey and appropriate musical numbers
Sauer, was a heart to heart talk to the by the
regular choir. Tnere was an unspecial guests but also readily appreciated
usually
attendance. The decorations
by the large audience present. It was a includedlarge
an
abundance of potted hyaviv.d word picture of the Cross and its
cinths, tulips, jonquils and bouquets of
significance, the story of the infancy, carnations
and snapdragons.
The aryouth and manhood of the Christ. Parrangement on the altar, etc., was simple,
ticularly impressive was the story told but very
pleasing.
step by step to that first Easter morning
of His life and ministration before His
ascension and of His last words on the
Cross at Calvary. The In Memoriam for
Sir Knights Manley E. Dodge of PlyCharles H. Field went to Houlton Tuesmouth, who died June 14, 1919, and was
on a business trip of a few
days.
made a Knight in Palestine in 1883, and day
Miss Belle Keating left Wednesday
always retained the membership here; of
Sir Knight Ralph O’Connell, who died morning for Boston, where she is the
Feb. 19, 1920; and of Em. Sir Knight guest of her aunt, Miss Annie M. KnowlClifford James Pattee, past commander ton.
of Palestine for 1918-19, were read by
Howard W. Heath of Boston made his
Prelate Donahue. This was followed by mother, Mrs. Flora W. Heath, a brief
The benediction by Sir Knight visit recently while on a business trip
Taps.
Sauer and the Recessional by Miss Cha- east.
ples closed the program.
Miss Amv E. Stoddard is able to be out
after being confined to her home seven
weeks on account of a severe case of
At the Methodist church the decorapneumonia.
tions were in a color scheme of yellow
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley left
and white combined with ferns, etc.
The potted plants were principally white Tuesday on their annual visit to New
The York, where the former will take post
hyacinths and yellow jonquils.
services for the day were unusually well graduate work.
Mrs. Camilla W. Hazeltine will return
attended and very impressiye. The appropriate music was by the regular choir home tonight, Thursday, from Springwith Mrs. Willis B. Fletcher organist. field, Mass., where she spent the winter.
Rev. Charles W Martin, the pastor, Her son Reginald will accompany her for
preached an able and appropriate sermon a brief visit.
on Easter.
The Bible class of the SunH. L, Woodcock of this
city, who has
day school was most interestingly con- been at Bretton
Inn, Ormond Beach, Fla.,
ducted by Mrs. Sarah E. Stewart, this for the past few
months, left there last
church’s oldest member, who is 94 years Monday for
Nassau, N. P., Bahamas. He
of age.
will remain there until about the middle
of May.
The Easter services began at the Baptist
church at 7 a. m. when the Christian EnSecret Societies
deavor Society held a sunrise meeting
with a good attendance of young people.
Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., worked
A very large audience was present at the
morning service at 10.45 a. m., when the the Knight degree on several candidates
pastor, Rev. George C. Sauer, delivered a following a supper at 6.30 p. m., Wednesvery helpful and inspiring Easter address day evening.
At the meeting of Primrose
and a chorus choir of young ladies, with
Chapter,
Miss Edna Hopkins, soloist, sang Easter O. E. S., Friday evening, three candidates
selections. The church was very prettily were initiated, and refreshments were
decorated with an abundance of Easter served at the close of the work by the
flowers by the Christian Endeavor So- members of the men’s committee, John
ciety. In the evening the vestry was fill- P. Sylvester, chairman.
ed to overflowing to participate in the
Aurora Rebekah Lodge will hold a very
service of song, when some of our most interesting meeting next
Tuesday evenpopular hymns and songs were thrown on ing. Both Past Noble Grands’ Night and
the screen with beautiful pictures to il- the annual Roll Call will be
an
lustrate the thoughts. Pictures of the entertainment given and observed,
refreshments
life of Christ were also shown as the pas- served.
It is hoped that every member
tor told some of the incidents of His life in the city
belonging to this and other
here on earth, His crucifixion and His Rebekah lodges will attend.
resurrection.
Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold a
notable meeting Friday evening, April
Easter services were well attended at 9th, which will be both
interesting and
the First Parish (Unitarian) church. The
instructive, as well as a very pleasant
church was attractively decorated with a occasion. There are 25
past officers of
large number of potted plants, jonquils, the lodge residing in the city and these
hyacinths, jasmine, snapdragon and tulips Past Noble Grands have been invited to
and green sprays. The plants were after- assume the chairs and
conduct the entire
ward taken to the sick and shut-in mem- lodge business of the
euening. They have
bers of the parish. In his sermon on “Life accepted the invitation and
in addition to
After Death” Rev. Arthur E. Wilson re- conducting the routine
business, will conferred to the first Eastei and what we are fer the
Initiatory degree, filling all the
to think of Christ’s resurrection, then he positions.
Every member of the Order is
reviewed what many philosophers, past cordially invited to be
present; with a
and present, have thought on the subject special invitation to
members of other
of immortality, and the speaker reached lodges who are in town.
Don’t miss this
the conclusion that those positively in- Past
Grands’night. A buffet lunch will
clined outweigh in argument and ever- be served
by the regular officers of tire
present helpfulness those who controvert lodge at the close of the exercises.
the belief. He next reviewed the problem
in the light of our own experience and
BASKET BALL
found that the heart of love accepts immortality over all arguments against it.
The Belfast High won at the
Armory
Mr. Wilson then spoke on the matter of
last Thursday evening from the
Newport
communication with the dead, and urged
in one of the most
High
entertaining
caution in accepting present evidences,
games of the season. The summary:
but to hold the mind ever open for new
B.
H.
S.
(46)
which
he
will
N.
thinks
be shed on
H. S. (26)
truth,
rb Towne 3
spiritualism. At the close of the morning Vaughan If 9
lb Sherburne 3
service communion was observed. At Lothrop rf 10
e White 5
12.15 an Easter Sunday school service Buzzell c 2
rf Smith 2
was held to which a
large number of Matthews lb
rb
2
Smalley
If Whitehouse
adults remained.
There
were
Easter
Referee, Donohue.
songs and responses by the school, Bible
Miss
Helen
reading by
Wescott, recitations by Ruth Foster, Medor Kennedy,
Ann and Charlotte Cooper, Alice Brown,
Frances Busse, Alice Banks, Thelma Dexter, Elena Shute, Emily Rackliffe; a solo
by Helen Burgess, offertory piano solo,
Annie Sanders. The collection for the
benefit of the Children’s Mission, Boston,
amounted to $5.50.

PERSONAL

City Government

PERSONAL.

The April meeting of the Belfast city
Wilmer J. Dorman left Friday on a short
government was held Tuesday evening,
April 6th, having been adjourned from business trip to Boston.
the day previous on account of the storm.
Miss Gladys Miles has gone to Augusta
Members present: Mayor Wescott, Al- where she
has employment.
dermen Cooper, Clements, Hatch, Simmons and Thompson;
A. P. Goodhue is in Bangor to attend
CouncilmenHowes,
Sylvester, Hall, Kimball, Davis, Higgins the State Association United Plumbers.
and Pattershall.
Judge Benj. W. Blanchard of Bangor
The report of the City Marshal and
was in
Trustees of the water district was read ness. Belfast last Friday on legal busiand placed on file.
The monthly roll of accounts was read
Harry A. Foster and William L. Luce
and passed as follows:
were in Waterville last
Saturday on business.

Mothers’aid,.$

C. M.Conant.
Contingent

Highways.
Superintendent of Schools.
transportation.
Machinery and tools.
Street Lighting.
Belfast Free Library.

School

School Contingent...
Free text books and supplies.
School Repairs and Insurance.
Ralph Hay ford account...

School Charity.
State of Maine account.

Sidewalks.
Fire

Department.....

City Team.
City Building.
Town of Searsport.
Police Department.
Ueneral School Purposes.
Armory.

4 00
10 00
606 66
2,443 78
75 00
278 00
6 35
402 56
186 28
57 35
712 05
63 17

Roy W. Ellingwood of Millinocket is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Sadie B. Elling-

wood.

Mr. and Mrs, Lewis F. Marden returned Monday to Pittsfield after
spending a
few days in this city.

The Misses Emma and Irene
Slipp
went to Pittsfield Saturday to
spend
Easter with relatives.

4166
18
124
18
68

92
46
58
12
172 95
131 10
6 00
26 80
137 68
205 33

Mrs. Charles C. Coombs left
Saturday
to visit her husband, who is
employed at
Woodland, near Calais.
Miss Margaret A. Dunton has returned
from Portland, where she went lor con-

sultation with

a

specialist.

Mrs. Charlotte Applin went to Waterlast Monday to visit her
yille
daughter.
Mrs. Otis W. Ellis, and family.

Tot»>.$5,780 48

l He petition of Harry E. Walker for
Mr. and Mrs. George Harcourt of
Banpermission to eiect a gasoline tank was
gor arrived recently for a short visit with
granted, subject to the approval of the the
latter’s father, A. E. Hutcljins.
Committee on Highways.
The following orders were passed in
Herbert R. Blodgett, local- manager of
concurrence:
the Penobscot Bay Electric
Company,
Ordered:
That all bills against the has been in Augusta a few
days on busiCity shall be itemized and left with the ness.
City Clerk, not later than noon on the
Mrs. Robert P. Coombs and little
last Monday of each month; all Fire Department bills must be approved by the daughter Isabel were in Camden over
Chief Engineer and all School Depart- Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W
ment bills must be approved by the Su- liam A. Coombs.
perintendent of Schools before being left
Miss Alice R. Thombs, a
stenographer
with the City Clerk; any bills for any m the
City National Bank, went to her
month not in accordance with the above home in
Castine last Friday for a short
will be passed over until the next City visit.
Government meeting.
Miss Melvina V. Parker of the
Ordered:
That Chas. S.
Bickford,
Bangor
City Treasurer, be, and he hereby is, High School faculty is spending the Easter
vacation at her home on Church street
authorized to extend from time to time,
in this city.
to Supervisor of Highways T. S. Thomp
son, a credit not to exceed twenty-five
Mrs. Loia F. Sherman left
Saturday
hundred ($2,500) Dollars in amount as a
morning for Boston, Waban, Cambridge
working balance for the Supervisor in and
where she will spend the
Springfield,
settlinir the weekly pay rolls. The Super! month of April.
visor of Highways shall furnish a bond to
the City in the sum of twenty-live hunMrs. Lewis F. Gannon and son Alfred
dred dollars: said bond to be paid for by of Albion have been spending the past
week with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ganthe City.
Ordered: That the city treasurer be, and non and friends.
he hereby is, authorized and instructed to
Miss Lillian Dexter and Miss Katherine
draw his check for $100 in favor of Thos.
left Friday morning for Boston
H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., to help defray Kittredge
and Beverly, Mass., where they will
spend
the expenses of Memorial Day; any unextwo weeks’ vacation.
pended balance to be returned to the city
Miss Isabel S. Cooper, who has been
treasury.
Ordered: That a discount of two and spending the Easier recess in this
city,
one-half per cent (2 1-2) be allowed on [ returned to her school, Sea
Pines, at
five-sixths (5-6) of the taxes on all per- Brewster, Mass., Monday.
sonal and real estate paid on or before
Mrs. Ezra A, Carpenter of
Brooks, o
August 31, 1920, and that a discount of j the Board of
—

j

twelve and one half per cent (12 1-2) be
allowed on one-sixth (1-6) ofall the taxes
paid on or before Aug. 31, 1920, providing
the other five-sixths (5-6) has already
been paid; and that a discount of ten per
cent (10) be allowed on one-sixth of all
taxes paid after Aug. 31 and prior to Oct31, provided that the other live-sixths
(5-6) has already been paid.
Ordered: Thai the city treasurer be, and
he hereby is, authorized to borrow a sum
not exceeding sixty-one thousand dollars
($61,000) and issue temporary notes of the
city for that amount, or any part thereof;
said notes to be countersigned by the
mayor and committee on finance, accounts and claims; and to be paid for out
of the taxes assessed for the current year.
Ordered: That the wages of labor on the
highways be established at 40c per hour
for men; and $7.00 per day for double
teams.
Ordered: That the committee on police
be authorized to procure uniforms for police officers.
Ordered: That Alderman Thompson be
and he hereby is authorized and instructed
to sell the second-hand set of double harnessess in the fire department.
Joseph Dunbar and Fred A. Robbins
were elected po1 icemen.
The following appropriations were made
for the municipal year 1920-1921:
1920
on

Mrs. Elton H. Lewis has returned from
visit in Boothbay, where she went to
accompany her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
Swett, who spent the winter with
j! Byron
her.
I

|

|

a

Clarence Willey of Worcester, Mass.,

who

formerly

worked for

a

time

It was an inspiring congregation that
greeted Rev. A. C. Elliott at the North
on Easter Sunday morning.
The
spacious auditorium was well filled with
a
large number of devout worshippers.
The ladies responsible for decorating the
church had done their work well, for
there was a rich profusion of i eautiful
flowers artistically arranged around the
pulpit and communion table, the fragrance of which filled the sanctuary and
the sight of which gladdened the eyes of
the worshippers. The congregational singing was a special feature of the service, u
large chorus choir being in attendance
and leading. The Easter hymns were
sung with a heartiness which showed
that the worshipping people were rejoicing in the triumph of the risen Saviour,
and that the joy of Eastertide was reign
ing in their hearts Miss Leroy A. Paul
of Morrill sang with deep feeling “The
Day of Resurrection,” by E. W. Hanscom,
and Mr. John Parker gave the response,
“Crucifixion,” by J. Faure. The pastor
spoke with great force and eloquence on
“The Fundamental Truths of the Gospel,”
pointing out the fundamental character of
the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ
in the Christian religion. The hearts of

The first varieties of

Bonded Debt

Dependent Relief for Mothers
Highways and Bridges

9,000 00
1,000.00
3,500.00
3,300.00
3,000.00
4,850.00
2,300.00
1,600 00

Sewers
Fire Department
Police Department

Paupers
Street Lighting
Memorial Building Expense
Maintenance of City Team
Brown Tail Moth Expense
City Park
Water Supply
Machinery and Tools
Armory and Rifle Range
Interest on Temporary Loans

recovered
home for some
time from pneumonia.
Her little son,
William H. Jr., is now iii with the same

trouble.

Mrs. Orlando Moody and daughter, Miss
Mattie Moody, have returned from Littleton, Mass., called there by the death of
her mother, Mrs. Hester A.
Pierce, formerly of Stockton Springs.

Capt. and Mrs. C. B. Swett, who are
spending the winter in Machias, arrived

in Belfast the past week on a business
visit. Capt. Swett returned
Monday, but
Mrs. Swett will remain here for the week.

Mrs. H. P. Barker was the guest several days the past week of Mrs. Prank A.
Cushman
She was on her way to her
home in Centre Montvilie after an extended visit at Lake View*, the guest of
her daughter, Miss Inez L. Barker, R. N*

Miss Edith C. Wilson of Belfast, who
200 00 has been taking a course at the Univer100 00 sity of Chicago, has received the degree
400.00 of Bachelor of Philosophy with honors
1,000 00 for high rank in all subjects and from the
700.00 department of history. She is at present
3,000.00 in e’ irge of the Commercial Department
Discount on Taxes
6,000.00 of the v\ estboro, Mass High School.
School Contingent
800.00
Mrs. Bernes O. Norton and Mrs Chas.
Free Text Books and Supplies
2,200 00 E. Owen have been in Brooks the past
Superintendent of Schools
1,050.00 week to visit the former’s aunt, Miss
Repairs and Insurance
1,500.00 Sarah
Haskell, a former resident of this
I ree High School
6,000.00 city.
Miss Haskell observed her 89th
Medical Examination
100 00
birthday April 1st at the home of her
School Census
100.00
cousin, Mrs. Isaac S. Staples, with whom
General School Purposes
18,000 00 she makes her home. Miss Haskell rej
tains ail her faculties unimpaired and is a
*93,000.00 remarkably interesting woman
In all
Lower Bridge
55,000 00 her long and useful lile she. has enjoyed
excellent health and never has needed
4148,155 00 the sei vices of a physician.

spring sea food have

FANCY

arrived. We

are

receiving

SHAD

Shad is the first seasonal fish to come into the market" and gives a
welcome change. Try one for your Friday and Sunday dinner.
We

are

the

Mrs. William H. Hall has
|I after
being confined to her

EAT MORE BREAD!

Church

in

City National Bank, was here on business
Thursday and Friday and called upon
! friends,

Charles Bruce and his daughter, Miss
Eleanor, went to Bath Saturday for several days, Mr. Bruce on business, and his
410,600.00
daughter on a pleasure trip They will
8,165.00 go to
Rockland before returning here.
l,80u.00

Contingent
Interest

Directors, has been in Belfast several days on business in connection with the Waldo County
Hospital.

receiving regular shipments of
ST. JOHN ALEWIVES

These large, fat alewives come direct to us from the St. John fishWe expect shipments every day for the rest of the week.
ermen.
Other varieties of fish always on hand of the highest quality.

BRAMHALL’S

MARKET

April 8,

Belfast, Thursday,

AT 65 HE E DYS
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Republican Journal Pub.
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Co.

The Lewieton Journal of March 16th
following report of Dr. Alfred

Johnson’s address at the recent Maine
Centennial exercises in Portland:
“Among the speakers introduced was

Stomach, and Liver in older

ADVERTISING TERMS. For one square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.
one
one

A

THE

FOR

ABYSS

despatch states that all

Russian

16 and 50 years of age
and all females between 16 and 45 have
been ordered to appear and register for
work. Failing to do this they will be inmales between

terned in concentration camps until allotted to mines or to any other sort of

F. R. ADAMS

154 Elm St., Lakeport, IT. H.
“I realize that I have reached the
age (G5) when one />ften requires

toil where they can be under control.
This order applies to railroad men and

everybody else except Lenine, his satellites and his army of terror. Whether
this despatch is true may be questioned,
but it is certainly true that looting has
taken almost all the necessaries of life in

fixing up. My digestion was not
right and trouble with my Liver and
Bowels caused considerable distress.
I could not get rid of he Constipation ; and the insufficient action of
my bowels resulted in my blood
absorbing the poisons.
Last fall, I began taking ‘Fruita-tives’ or Fruit Liver Tablets, and
after using them for a short time I
could see they were just what my
system required. My liver became

Russia and has entirely discouraged production.
Men and women there have
learned that there is

satisfaction in

no

producing what will assuredly be stolen.
If this despatch is true this is the first
decided step into syndicalism, a system
of slavery which, if established, will be
terrible

more

the old horrors

than

of

was

I doubt whether anyone could feel
better than T do ; and I am willing
to give credit "'here credit is due, to

built the Pyramids; a slavery which results in despair, submission and obedience;

a

slavery which changes

men

improvement in every way
apparent.

active and

Siberia or anything else which Russia
has ever seen; a slavery like that which

and

.F. K. ADAMS.
box, G ior $2.50, trial size 25e.
At dealers or froin FltUIT-A-TFVES
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

Truit-a lives

into beasts of burden driven by
the goad of merciless masters. Socialism,
women

50c.

communism, the I. W. W. and all the
other economic delusions of the present
time are headed toward syndicalism. A

a

thought at the time that this was contemptible and we think so now. It Presievery
dent Wilson’s health can be improved by
world when the world is fit for it, not
sparing him the heat of Washington in
and
the path chosen by Lenine,
sooner,
midsummer, and giving him a complete
Trotzky, Herman Bergman and Emma and
pleasant change of environment we
Goldman does not lead thither.
certainly hope no Republican will object.
hysteria for

Utopia prevails in almost
nation. Utopia will come to the
a

A

SUCCESS

Franklin A. Lane, who has resigned as
Secretary of the Interior, as a parting
shot said: “Washington is a combination
of political caucus and drawing room,
and civil service bureaus containing
statesmen who are politicians and politicians who are not statesmen.’- Mr.
Lane has been in a position to know what
was going on and was wise enough to

The Democratic State Convention held
in Bangor, March 30, was well attended
and was a success.

In one respect it was
much like some Republican conventions
which we have attended, being mostly
made up of postmasters, census enumerators and other public officers, with a lib-

of hopeful aspirants for
sprinkling of has beens who I remain silent till he was out of reach of
wandered about saturated with unex- the official rod of discipline.
pressed sagacity.
Germany did not make a declaration of
Although we were not at the convention we saw a few hundred of the faithful war against the United States. We de-

eral^ contingent
office and

a

clared that

a
state of war existed. If
cars on their way to Bangor and
>
they had the appearance of being highly nothing better offers why not make a
respectable men, on the faces of whom | declaration that a state of war no longer
something appeared which symbolized \ exists? That is the fact whether we do,
or do not say so.
hope under a halo of resignation. Hon. |
W. R. Pattangall called the convention
Co. F, Third Maine
to order and made a short speech. We
do not know what he said, but it is safe

ir. the

The tirst of last week there were two
to say that he said it well.
Mr. Louis J.
I games of basket ball between Company
Brann was the chairman and made a i F and the Belfast Rockets.
The first
speech, the delivery of which took about game the Rockets led 5 baskets and the
second
Co.
F
1
game
basket. The score
an
hour.
Mr. Brann is a very smart
for both games was as follows:
young man who cut his political incisors
Company
F
i
Belfast Rockets
quite early in life and has reached conBrown, If (6)
Buzzell, rb (3)
siderable prominence in his party, but we Roberts, rf (5)
Durham, lb (1)
c
(5)
Sanders,
that
some
of
its
leaders
have
a
suspect
;
Salters, c (4)
ib (2)
Smalley, If (7)
feeling that his wisdom teeth have not Andrews,
Cross, lb (1)
Mathews, rf (7)
yet reached the maximum Democratic Allen, rb
Pingiss, rb
size. Mr. Brann made a good speech. He
Referee, Estes. Timer, Staples. Scorer,
Swift.
pointed with pride to the magnificent
Orders have beeu received from Regirecord made by the present administra- i
mental Headquarters that every man
tion. This was timely
nd necessary must qualify by obtaining 90 points out
because we fear that many of his hearers of a possible 150, before he can go on the
outdoor rifle range which the State is
had had a feeling that strict
economy
planning to provide for Comp my F. Sevand Jeffersonian simplicity had not been
eral men have qualified in the past week
rigidly practiced, and, of course, Mr. with the foliowing points: Sergt.
Morse,
Brann’s assurances to the contrary were 126; Sergt. Clifford, 119; Pvt. Stone, 94;
Pvt.
Pvt.
Gross,
120;
received with high acclaim. The busiGoodhue, 100; Pvt.
Hall, 122; Pvt. Bramhall, 110.
ness of the convention was transacted
Word was received from the Adjutant
without friction and the climax was General’s office that the members of
Co.
F.
were to receive pay for attendance at
reached when Mr. Pattangall presented
drills
for
1918
and
1919.
At this time it
the resolutions which were a credit to his
is thought that there are 13 drills to be
artistic literary temperament and his inpaid for in 1918 and 43 in 1919. This
genious brain. Yes, the convention was w’ll be quite a surprise to most of the
boys as the general impression is that
a success.
: they were not entitled to pay for these
two years.
It is said that President Wilson and
If you have any argument with Lieut.
family will spend about two months and Allen, don’t try to get even with him by
putting on the boxing gloves. If you
a half of the coming summer at Wood’s
don’t believe it ask Capt. Andrews. He
Hole, Mass., where Mr. Chas. R. Crane, knows.
has
who
recently been appointed U. S.

j
j

|

|

I

Minister at

China,

residence and

has

fine

a

estate of some 150 acres
of land located on the southwest tip of

of which has been
tendered to the Presidential party. The
Crane cottage contains 20 rooms and
there are two other houses on the estate.
use

Carle Mathews has gone to California.
Schools in town began
12 th.

and

Grant, suffering from an
Mrs. S. J. Moody
ailment, sought change of air spring millinery.

scene

Monday, April

Mrs. L. F. Rankin left recently for
visit in Boston.

When President
incurable

has

a

a

full line of

within less than 200 miles of

Roy Allen of Camden was a ’rceent
Washington the Democrats howled them- guest at L. S. Russ.’
selves
hoarse with disapproval.
We
Miss Gladys Young has gone to Boston
for a visit with relatives.
csrn iti

ii

mi .in i. im iinr. mu ii

iiiin

mjh

mi 111 n iiiiiiiiiua

Mrs. Edith Miller of Boston is
of Mrs. Donald Patten.
We

are

a

guest

pleased to report that Arno

Knight, who has been
gradually recovering.

ill

with

flu,

is

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patten are receiving congratulations over the arrival of a
baby girl, born March 23rd.

Tranquility Grange held an all-day
on Sat., April 3rd.
The third and

session

fourth degrees
candidates and

conferred on
harvest feast

six

were
a

was

served.
The Grand

Encampment, I.

O.

O.

F.

—

HATS and CAPS
FOR SPRING
SOLO BY

Dwight P. Palmer
Owens Bros.

Get

Dr. Alfred Johnson of Brookline, Mass.,
and Belfast, Maine—grandson of Judge
Alfred Johnson of Belfast, who was one
of the framers of the Maine Constitution. Dr. Johnson was the personal representative of Governor Coolidge of Massachusetts, the latter our parent State.
Dr. Johnson was the surprise of the
evening—emphatically so. Nobody but
Mayor Clark had the slightest intimation
that he was to be beard. But he is a
genuine humorist; bright little epigrams
and novel twists of_ expression slipping
into his address so naturally, and with so
little apparent effort, that the audience
was in a constant ripple of appreciative
merriment. Although a resident of Massachusetts for nearly forty years he
seems to have delved deeply into Maine
history, romance and tradition, telling
his listeners many things that nine out of
ten of them didn’t know. Nine out of
ten? Say rather ninety-nine out of one
hundred. It developed that his boyhood
had been divided between Belfast and
Portland.
It is impossible to describe, or a least
to report, the address by Dr. Johnson.
His humor a delicious thing—subtly infectious; the flow of his English was like
a silver stream running over white pebbles. And the charm of it all lay largely
in his manner—in a personality that
seemed to touch and cheer each person in
that huge audience.
After paying a glowing tribute to Maine
and the character of her citizens, he told
of the day when Maine became a State,
tracing the causes of the separation—
largely discontent that the seat of government was so far away, for travelling
was very difficult in those days; and he
read from old manuscripts and papers—
in particular the Falmouth Gazette—notices of the early meetings of protest.
One of his stories, selected from many
almost at random, dealt with an interview he once had with Molly Molasses of
the Old Town tribe. Molly wore an old
beaver tall hat, smoked a pipe and did
sundry other things a perfect lady should
not; but evidently she had a touch of
poetry in her soul, for she told him this:
“The Great Spirit created California—
mountains of infinite height, valleys of
tremendous depth—and rested.
‘I have
overdone it,’ he said. Then he created
the middle west—nearly all flat like a
prairie, and the great lakes. Again he
had overdone it, in the other way. And
then he created Maine—God’s own country, its lakes not too vast or deep, its
mountains not too high, its islands and
bays perfect. This, said he, will be the
happy hunting ground, not only for the
red race but for the white race for all
time.” Dr. Johnson ended with a fervent and patriotic prophecy as to Maine’s

That Smaller Car
Just

Never

Knew

You

Could

:

A special session of the Grand Encampment, I. O. O. F., of Maine was
held in Portland Friday afternoon, March
26th, to consider several matters of importance. In the evening the Encampments there held a District Meeting,
when Eastern Star and Beersheba Encampments conferred the Golden Rule
and Royal Purple degrees on a class of
sixty-six candidates. Samuel Adams,
Grand High Pri?st, of this city, was in
attendance. The order throughout the
State is in a most prosperous condition.
Last year the net gain in membership in
Maine was 1,473 in the Subordinate
Lodges, 1,872 in the Rebekah branch, 822
in the Encampments and 300 in the Patriarch Militant.

as owners

highest-priced automileage and economy

of the

mobiles get greater
of Goodyear Tires, so can the owners
of smaller cars similarly enjoy Goodyear

out

advantages.
The 30x3-, 30x3V2-, and 31x4-inch sizes of
Goodyear Tires are built to afford a money*s
worth in performance and satisfaction which
only the utmost in experience, resources
and care can produce.
This
not

extraordinary money’s worth begins
only with the merit of these tires, but

also with the first cost, which in most cases
is no greater, and sometimes actually is less,
than that of other makes of the same types
of tires.
Go to the nearest Goodyear Service Station
Dealer for Goodyear Tires for your Ford,
Chevrolet, Dcrt, Maxwell, or other cars taking
these sizes. He is ready to supply you Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes at the same time.

^i^O^FYKAir=
30x3% Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, AU-Weather Tread_. *Lj

future.
“1

Goodyear Tire Economy for

30x3'/2 Goodyear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anti-Skld Ttead____

Keep Rats

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tabes that
reinforce casings properly. Why risk a good caring with 8
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes coat little mete
than tubes of less merit. 30x3Vi site In wafer* stcg

—

ii en

proof hag

Out of a Butcher Shop
What Ralph Watkins says: “Figured
rats around store had enough to feed on;
wouldn’t
touch anything
suspicious.
Heard about RAT-SNAP, gave it a trial.
Results were wonderful. Cleaned all rats
out in ten days. Dogs about store night
and day and never touch RAT-SNAP.”
Three sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00. Sold and
guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co., HallEllis Hardware Co., and City Drug Store.
m d mxam

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

The Palatine Insurance

MONROE.

Assets

John Grant has returned from the E.
M. G. Hospital, Bangor.
Mrs. Marcus Littlefield entertained
party of friends March 25th.

a

Charles Durham of the U. of M.
spent the Easter vacation with his parents.

Cunningham,
prostration,

who is ill
is gaining

assets.$ 4,672,713 66
Liabilities December 31, 1919.

Dutton

was

Miss

Be ready for the rush of
spring work. I have a
Caah;capital.
0 00
all liabilities.
Surplus
1,621,925 36 good assortment of
young
Total liabilities and surplus_$ 4.672,713 66
and sound draft horses at
3wl4
General Accident lire & Life Assurance prices that will beat
high cost of living.
Corporation, Ltd.,

thej

of Perth, Scotland.’

W. L. WEST, Belfast.

31, 1919.
Real estate..$ 224,718 34
Stocks and bonds. 3,950,935 95
Cash in office and bank..
215,408 36
Agent's balance. 1,456,575 35
Bills receivable.
75 627 57
Interest ar d rents.
39,251 11
Assets December

Laura

Stomach Out Ot
Order? Try NR

HOUSEHOLD
FURNITURE

Nothing Better to Straighten You Out
After
Eating Too Much. Tones
Liver, Regulates Bowels. Acts
Pleasantly. Guaranteed.
Many people eat too much every
day and most eat much too much
some days.
That is why Americans
suffer more than any people in the
world from
biliousness
indigestion,
and constipation.
With a little thoughtfulness and
care, however, a great amount of

your

PHONE US OR DROP US A POSTAL

this

Real estate.$
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

Agent’s balance.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

y.

-V

and we will quote you the lowest rates
obtainable in good reliable companies.
We also write dwellings, stocks of mer-

chandise, public buildings,business blocks,
and practically every form of insurance.

483,600 00
239.500 00
4,757 22

9,138,585

Undertaker

62
4,992.696 62
457,076 00
1,000.000 00
4,126,676 51

Licensed Embalmer

Admitted assets.
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets.

Belfast,

All other liabilities..
Cash capital.
Surplus over ail liabilities-....

Maine.

New

The Franklin Fire Insurance Co,

over

all.liabilities. 1,298,019

46

Total liabilities and surplus.$5,300,191 85
8wl3

1

238 482 49
Cash capital..
1,000,000 00. j Surplus over ail liabilities.
00

1,100.000

Total

surplus,... $6,075,176 35
Di key-Knowlton Real Estate Company,
Insurance and Real Estate,
Belfast, Maine.
Pythian Block,
Total natalities and

liabilities and surplus. ?

James Pattee & Son, Agents.
3wl3

Caledonian Insurance Gown1

3wl4

of Edinburgh, Scotland

National Liberty Ins. to. of America,

31, 191
New York City, New Yofk.
estate.If
Real
| Stocks and bonds.
Assets December 31, 1919.
Real |estate. $
700,000 00 Cash in office and bank.
7c 5.100 00 | Agent’s balance.
Mortgage loans
7 046,607 00 , Interest and rents.
Stocks and bonds.
714,1 9 00 | All other assets.
Cash in ffice and bank...
1,284,935 72
-.
Agent’s balance..
68.230 13
210,073 13

Assets December

!

assets.$ 0.750,511
Liabilities December 51, 1919.
Net unpaid loss s. $ 756,051
>.653,547
Unearned premiums.
229 000
All other liabilities.
Cash

capital.

Surplus

over

....

all liabilities.

Gn SB assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Liabilities December 31,19
unpaid losses. .If
Unearned premiums.

69

Net

All other liabilities..
Cash capital.
Deposit surplus over all liabilities

01
38
00
1,000 000 00
3,111,913 30

fhe Metropolitan
Assets

Phoenix fire insurance Company

Agents’balances...
All other assets.
Gross assets.$
Deduct items not admitted.

128 903 19
272,678 42
12,672 09

1,376 455 84
53,798 79

Casualty

I

itf-i

Co. of New York.

3wl4

Cash in office and bank.

surplus.?•
3wl3

Total liabilities and surplus... .$10,750,511 69
Real Estate Co., Agents,
lusurance and Real Estate, Belfast, Me.

of Paris, France.
December 21, 1919
Stocks and bonds.$ 962,205 14

'Tl

—

Total liabilities and

Dickey-Knowlton

Assets

jjl

Admitted ass?ts.

Gross assets .$10,809 084 98
Deduct items not admitted.
58,573 29

I

December 31, 1319

Stocks and bonds.?
Cash in office and bank.
Agent's balance.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

assets.$'
31, 191
Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums..
Admitted

Liabilities December

All other liabilities

.$ 1,322,657 05 I ('ash capital.
I Surplus over all liabiliies.
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
I
48
112,734
Net unpaid losses. $
Total liabilities and surplus .$:
Unearned premiums.
627,977 36 [
Field & Quimby, Agents, Bella -•
All other liabilities.
109,640 90
3wl3
200,000 00
Deposit capital.,
272,304 31
Surplus over all liabilities.

Tel. 61-3

surplus... $ 1 322,657 05
William A. Mason, Agent, Belfast.

Total liabilities and

3wl4

3wl4

of Philadelphia, Pa.
Assets December 31, 1919,
Real estate,.$ 129.776 05
Mortgage loans.
3,500 00
Stocks and bonds. 4,117,380 00
Cash in office and bank.
301,899 32
686.670 26
Agents’balances.
All other assets.
61,066 22

*:

....

License 377.

Total liabilities and surplus... .$12,574,603 76

1

nans...

Admitted assets.

1.998,154

Admitted assets.$5,300,191 85
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$ 276,027 00
Unearned premiums. 1,876,792 13
All other liabilities.
850,353 27
Cash capital.
1,000,000 00

I

6tf

W.L. COOK

50

1,073.582 01
1,287.242 50
193,662 5 L
68,816 68
135.313 17

Admitted assets.$12,574,603 75
Liabilities December 31, 1919
Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums.,.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

WE’LL USE YOU RIGHT.

Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine.

Gross assets.$12,625,059 59
Deduct items not admitted.
50,455 84

Surplus
ii

;

Assets December 31, 1919.

PROPRIETORS.

Mortgage

34
3i8,469 29
549,681 41
74 76
64,312 43
5 367 45

542,505

Admitted

Dickey=Knowlton Heal Estate Co.,

87 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

you’ll

BmMbmA,

roof.

TRY US.

CITY DOUG STORE, READ & HILLS

Real estate.Stocks and Bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ bilanc^s..
In*' *-ppt and rents.
All otb. r assets

—

includes wearing apparel, musical instruments, pictures, in fact, everything under

Company,

J.

rv.

December 31, 19V.

Admitted assets.$6,075,176 35
Liabilities December 31, !
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$
Net unpaid losses.$ 604.395 00
Unearned premiums. 4
Unearned premiums
3,132 298 86 | All other liabilities.

..

Gross assets.$.5,339,954 99
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$2,050,421 49
Unearned premiums. 2,136.239 81
All other liabilities.
516,295 72
Cash capital.
250,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 386,997 97

Boston insurance

Newark,

...

INSURANCE

liabilities and surplus.$5,339,954 99
•Includes $213,491.44 cash in office and bank
not in control of trustees.
3wl3

druggist.

134,500 00
566,825 00
42,900 00

Gress
.$6,224,685 6R
Deduct items not admitted.
149,459 33

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Gross assets.,962 516 68
•Deduct items not admitted. 622,561 69

Total

insurance C)

fireman’s
Assets

over

Braley of this town.

distress could be avoided and
never realize how true this 19
until you become one of the several
million people of this country who
keep a box of Nature’s Remedy (NR
Tablets) constantly on hand and use
it whenever indigestion, biliousness or
constipation threatens.
Unlike laxative purges, cathartics,
such as oil, calomel, etc., which merely force bowel action, Nature’s Remedy
exert3 a beneficial influence upon the
entire digestive and eliminative system—the stomach, liver, bowels and
even the kidneys.
Its purpose is to
promote vigorous and harmonious action of all the organs that handle the
food and body waste.
That is why the results which follow the use of Nature’s Remedy are
always a delightful surprise to those
who first try it.
The action while
prompt and thorough, is as mild and
gentle and pleasant as Nature herself, and the thorough cleansing the
body receives brings a feeling of
real relief and benefit such as no
laxative pill or cathartic ever produced for anyone.
Get a 25c box of Nature’s Remedy
(NR Tablets) and try it. There is no
risk in doing so, for it must give you
greater relief and benefit than any
liver or bowel medicine you ever used
or money back instantly.
It is sold,
guaranteed and recommended by your

Now

Net unpaid losses.$ 314,057 00
Unearned premiums. 2.604 491 30
All other liabilities.
132.240 00

public.
Morning Light Grange held a meeting
Saturday afternoon, the second meeting
since January. Meeting will be held
every Saturday at 2 p. m.
Miss Flora Tasker gave a farewell
party to thirty of her friends on SL
Patrick’s night. Whist was played and
a pleasant evening was spent by all.
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
and Mrs. Lyndon Dutton, who were married recently. They will reside in Salem,
Mrs.

......

Admitted

G. E. Littlefield is building an addition
to his garage. When completed he will
have ample room to accommodate the

Mortgage loans.
Jollatt-ral loans.
Su cks and bonds. 4
('ash in < lfi.'e and bonk.
Agent’s b Jar.ce.
dills receivable.
Interest end rents.
All other assets..
..

Buy

J

1919,

Kealeslate.$

Groes assets.$ 4,931.492 08
Deduct items not admitted.
258,778 42

Friends are extending congratulations
to Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Moody on the
birth of a son.

Mass.

Assets December 31.

December 31, 1919,

Real estate. $
0 00
0 00
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans... .*.
0(0
Stocks and bonds. 3 209,034 51
Cash in office and bank.
982,232 50
Agent's balance..
640,473 39
Bills receivable.
: 53 51
Interest and rents.\
35,047 00
A’ll other assets.
64,451 17

Miss Flora Tasker returned to her
school duties in Newburgh March 28th.

slowly.

Camden, New Jersey.

of London, England.

——■

Mrs. Sadie
with nervous

Camden fire insurance Association

Company, Ltd.

...

LINCOLN VILLE

summer

an

Cape Cod, the

MAINE

JOHNSON

gave the

Hi.

"FRUJ.T-ACTIVES" Keep.

A. 1. BROWN, Editor.

HEADED

AT THE
CENTENNIAL.

DR.

The Republican Journal

Laundry

I have taken the local agency
for the
GLOBE STEAM LAUNDRY
of Portland and will receive
all kinds of laundry work at
my residence, 20 Miller St.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Further information may be

| obtained by telephoning
! 8-

103-

THOMAS E. BOWKER.

Girard fire & Marine Insuran
Philadelphia,
Assets December

Pa.

31,

1919.

Mortgage loans.$
Collateral loans
Stocks and bonds.
Assets December 31, 1919
Stocks and bonds.$2,167,028 34 i Cash in office and bank.
266,298 99 Agents’ balances.
Cash in office and bank.
Agent's balance. 410 625 83 Interest and rents.
35.157 43 All other assets.,.
All other assets.

Rhode Island Insurance Company

Gross assets.$2,879,110 69
112,935 34
Deduct items not admitted.

Clros asset r.$■“
Deduct itemB not admitted.

Admitted assets.$2,766,175 25
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$ 165,834 67

Admitted assets.$
Liabilities December 31. 191
Net unpaid losses.$

Unearned premiums.
All other liabiliti ,s.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

1.278,1

20 60
200 506 52
600,000 00
521,813 46

Total liabilities and surplus.$2,766,175 25
William A. Mason, Agent, Belfast.
3wl4

Unearned premiums.,. 2.1’•
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

Total liabilities and surplus.■
'll
William A. Mason, Agent, Belfast

,3wl8

"

One Day

yviH »^ot

Without

WIINTERPURT

SEARSPORT.
At a regular meeting of Knyvetta Rebekah Lodge No. 125, held on Thursday

This

Lady

TELLS Her

Mar. 25, three candidates were initiated,
and Mrs. Lucy A. Burton of Pittsfield,

FRIENDS

Try Fricke, 507 Bornman St., Belleville,
ene of the many thousands of ladies
ut the country who, after an agony of
at last found health, strength and
vo

mst

l’E-RU-NA.
words tell of her suffering and recovery
“I suffered with my
hi we can do it:
laid awful cramps and headaches so 1
n!il not lay on a pillow. Saw your book,
Kl'-NA and got good results from the
To be sure of a cure I took twelve
t lo.
1 have recommended PE-RU-NA to my
>d all are well pleased with results. I
in one day without PE-RIT-NA.
Have not
tor since I started with PE-RU-NA, which
I am now sixty-three'
,t fifteen years ago.
I, hale, hearty and well. Can do as much
I
feet
my daughters.
strong and healthy
Th near two hundred pounds.
Before, I
little as one hundred. I hope lots of MRS. MARY FRICKB

,wn

■

1

ic-nu-ioi

uiiu

gut

me

itsuiia

uiu.

An

Mrs. Frlcke ia an inspiration to every

experience line

sick

and

suffering

have catarrh, whether it be of Ihe nose, throat, stomach,
other organs, PE-RU-NA is the remedy. It is not new;
;;n experiment.
PE-RU-NA has been tried. PE-RU-NA has
I by thousands who once were sick and are now well. To
coughs, colds, grip and Influenza and to hasten recovery
nothing better.
r

XA will improve the appetite and digestion, purify the blood,
irritated mucous linings, eradicate the waste material and
from the system. It will tone up the nerves, give you
: ength, vigor and the joy of living.
Do what Mrs. Mary
I thousands more have done—try PE-RU-NA.
You will be
.ipy, thankful.
■

Tablet

or

Sold Everywhere.

Liquid.

] n2000CountiesThis Month
l he Forces

of the Church of Christ

ft ill Gather To Face the Facts
2000 counties in the United States the
pastors
-r)d laymen of 30 great denominations will meet

*'

onference this month.
It is the kind of conference that
generals hold
fibre a critical engagement; that business men
1 before entering a new market. A conference

udgment,

not

emotion;

a

clear-eyed facing

of

the tacts.

■

v

more

than

engaged

in

a

making

a

by county.

On the basis of these
are

uniting

Nation Wide

surveys

thirty Protestant de-

Business is

standstill until the
travelling improves, so all the men in
this vicinity are working on their wood

Each of the thirty denominations has its own “ForMovement” organized and officered. The Interchurch
rid Movement is the clearing house for all of these.

month of April will be devoted to
making
facts of the survey known to America; in the week of
ril 25th May 2nd, will come a united simultaneous
f'he

campaign.

Whether You Are Inside the Church

or

Out

To every man and every woman who loves his
country,
se 2000
county conferences are vitally important.
For the facts developed by this great survey show
are at work in America—and what kind
country this country is to be.
See that the pastor of your church

appoints

NTERCHURGH
>HLD MOVEMENT
45 WEST 18th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

your

Dr.H.G. Stephenson

folks

DENTIST

be on hand yourself !
■

NTENMIAL
EBRATIQN
e

28 —July 5
and addresses,
for circulars, etc., of
ine’s greatest
event.

ir names

oday.
oi Maine Centennial
! ity
Dept., City Hall
i ortland, Maine

Children Cry
FOR

FLETCHER’S
'-AST O R I A

|

ROOM 3

Telephone 223-3

[

PORTLAND

i

MASONIC TEMPLE

IE of MAINE |

After

DODGE’S CORNER

Searsport

Mrs. D. A. Lowe, who has been spending the winter in Swanville, has returned
to her home.

WE

tor ft

SfOONJQ.
&M&

I«P£

a

SSSiS

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

the week ending April 1,

breath, appetite, nerves.

Francello Connor, Belfast, to Nathan
E. Reynolds, Burnham; land and buildings in Burnham.

That's a good deal to
get for 5 cents!

of deeds

for

1920.

Francello Connor, Belfast, to Leon B.
Reynolds, Burnham; land and buildings

in Burnham.

Etta A. Tozier et als., Unity, to Fred
A. Whitehouse, do.; land and buildings in
Burnham.
Annie L. Gilchrest, Thomaston, et als.,
to Nellie J. Philbrook, Belfast; land in
Belfast.
Samuel Smith, Belfast, to Arthur E.
Stantial, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Nicholas Walton, Thorndike, to Daniel
F. Walton, Caribou; land and buildings in

Liberty.
George E. Worth, Freedom, to Stilman
Phillips, Unity; land in Unity.
Otis F. Weed, Knox, to Stilman Phillips, Unity; land in Thorndike.
Virgie G. West, Plymouth, to Laforest
F. Walker, Troy; land and buildings in
Troy.
James w. iweeaie, rnornaixe, to jas.
M. Dysirt, Skowhegan; land and buildings in Thorndike.
Manley O. Wilson, Belfast, to Francel
lo Connor, et al., do.; land and buildings
in Belfast.
Leonora Waterhouse, Searsport, to Irving G. Hills, Camden; land in Searsport.
Horace F. Knowlton, Morrill, to George
Barnes, Swanville; land in Swanville.
John W. Peavey, Belfast, to Lois J.
Harvey, Swanville; land in Swanville.
George T. Harvey, Swanville, to Louis
J. Harvey, do.; land and buildings in
Swanville.
Adelia F. Roberts, Monroe, to Louis J.
Harvey, Swanville; land in Swanville.
James M. Gilliatt, Newport, to Ida A.
Nickerson, Thorndike; land and buildings in Thorndike.
Ida A. Nickerson, Thorndike, to Erving T. Bartlett, Jackson; land and buildings in Thorndike.
William A. Kemp, et al., Pepperell,
Mass., to Perley D. Thurston, Freedom;
land and buildings in Freedom and Palermo.

Ralph I. Morse, Belfast, to Berta Edgar
Rich, Lewiston; land in Montville.
Walter N. Seekins, Stonington, et als.,
to Florence M Roberts, Belfast; land and
buildings in Belfast.
T. I. Huxford, Brooks, to Henry C.
Lawler, Jackson; land and buildings in
Jackson.

SALVAGE
Turn your trash into cash by selling
your old rags, rubbers, iron, papers, magazines, bags, burlaps, metals and all waste
material to
SAM FREEDMAN,
Tel. 229-4.
16 Cross St., Belfast.
Drop a line and I will call promptly and
the
highest market prices.
pay you

Trucking

I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ing.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,

136 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

The scholars that are spending theii
vacations here are Norm in Davis anc
Harold Eastman, who return to Oronc
this week; Franklin Adams, Lyle anc
Ethel Paul to Searsiuout next week.

“Rats Pass Up All Other hood for One
Meal of Kat-Snap.”
Their first meal of RAT-SNAP is theii
last. Kill? in few minutes. Dries up the
Rats killed with RAT-SNAF
carcass.
leave no odor. RAT-SNAP comes in
Break into small pieces,
cake form.
leave where rats travel. No mixing with
other food. Cats or dogs won’t touch it.
Safest, cleanest, surest rat and mice killer. Three sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00. Sold
and guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Hall-Ellis Hardware Co., and City Drug

USE(f§|)$EEDS
AMD ©ET RESULTS

right
\Start
to finish

SEEDS FOR
FARM■ VEGETA BL F.
and FLOWER NEEDS

“*

right'1
'

~

i

The reliable seeds.

jn

thousand
Jel? the
and avoid

s who are satisfied.
d.-jappokitmeiit,

-J w,

17

\

Lenia!i

awake?

Kemp'sBalsam

Will stop the tickle that makes you cough.

STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
OF

_

Eacfas?^.

on

j

Kali;*.

[

reQ-^ssi.

Po^a^cd,

ricscls xi::..e

Buy

IS50,

?rap'2i-xaw»:w.-w
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MAURICE W.
General Insurance,

il
_sflaA

LORD,
Beliast, Maine

Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Maryland Fideliiy-Phenix Fire Insurance Co.
Baltimore, Maryland.

of New York City, New York.

admitted,

Assets December 31, 1919.

1

Real estate,.$

412,500 00
130.500 00

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,(actual
market value, Dec. 31,
1919).
Cash in office and bank,

20,602,777 00
2,402,809 88
2,290,317 49
202,928 86

Agents' balances,
Interest and rents,

Gross assets.$26,041,833 23
Deduct items not admitted,
225,571 31

$12,204,079

33
325,161 30

Admitted assets,
$25,816,261 92
Inabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 1,430,326 67
Unearned premiums,
13,620,335 06
All other liabilities,
994,766 17
Cash capital,.
2,500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
7,270,834 02
...

Total liabilities and surplus, $25,816,261 92
3wl4

Newark fire Insurance

"awtucket Mutual lire Insurance Co.,

41 Clinton

Company

Street, Newark,

N. J.
December 31, 1919.
Real estate...$ 186,22647
Assets

Assets December 31, 1919.
Real estate. $ 44 640 00
Mortgage loans. 22;700 00
Stocks and bonds. 622.250 82
Cash in office and bank.
66.141 47
Agent’s balance. 34 940 57
Interest and rents.
5.016 95

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agent’s balance.
Interest and rents.
All other assets....

312,276

Gross assets. $795,689 81
Deduct items not admitted. 65.130 75

Total liabilities and surplus.....$730 559 06
3wl4

Schedule Effective April 6, 1920.
Leave Belfast TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS
and SATURDAYS at 4.30 p. m, for Camden,
Rockland and Boston

Bucksport TUESDAYS,THURSDAYS

and SATURDAYS at 3 p. m. for Belfast, Camden, Rockland and Boston,
RETURN—Leave Boston on MONDAYS,
WEDNESDAYS and FRIDAYS and 5 p. m.,
leave Rockland TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS
and SATURDAYS at 5 a. m. for Camden, Belfast and Bucksport.
GEO. E.DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

315.197 60
414.186 76
22,169 68

38,64141

Total liabilities and

surplus.... $3,315,679

Fields & Cowles, xManagers, Boston,

INSURANCE
I have taken agency with sevnal valuable companies
and shall conduct a general the insurance business.
Best of protection at reasonable rates,
Any business you may give me will be rightly
handled and appreciated.

ROY C.
ROOM 2, ODD FELLOWS

FISH,

ELUDING,

BELFAST,

a

foot

bargain, 3 SHOW CASES,
and 1 six-foot, at

2 ten-

CITY DRUG STORE

%A# C* Dll V raise and sell fur-bear*
ww fc DV I
5 ing rabbits and other
fur-bearing animals. Place your order with
ns and list whatever stock you have with us,
stating lowest flat prices on large shipments.
Address 615-517 N. P. Ave., Fargo, N. D.

MAINE.

Children Cry
,

76

Mass

For Sale
At

18

2,141.’.-93 61

Gross assets.. $ *,433.990 71
Deduct items not admitted.
11 .110 96

SERVICE

NOTE:—Service from and for Bangor will
be resumed as soon as ice conditions permit,
until such time steamer will be operated from
and to Bucksport.

Leave

—

5cr.i

•'

Admitted assets. .83,315.679 76
Admitted assets.$730.559 06
Liabilities December 31. 1919,
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
wet unpaid losses.$ 244,562 57
Net unpaid losses.. $ 20,289 01 Un arned premiums.
1,714 6°9 46
Unearned premiums. 349,847 56 1 All other liabilities.
110 532 98
All other liabilities.
9*964 86 Cash capital. 498,415 00
Surplus over all liabilities
350,467 63 Surplus over all liabilities. 747,479 74

BANGOR LINE.

RESUMPTION

FREE CCii.Nj

V» ait.^.ey

6l

Total liabilities and surplus,$11,878,918 03
3wl4

GUARANTEED

tap.

Supplying Farxi.eia*

Real estate.S 2,489,538 86
Mortgage loans.
9.500.00
collateral loans,
None
Stocks and bonds
6,953, 39 81
Cash in office and bank,
1,346,921 10
Agent’s balance,
1,305,216 55
Bills receivable,
None
Interest and rents,
6,823 84
All other assets,
92,439 47

you

Staple.

but an old established
brand.
Selected with meet particular care.
Especially suited to soil conditions here.

Admitted assets,
$11,878,918 03
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 2,205,778 7b
Unearned premiums,
2,948,454 22
All other liabilities,
1,450/03 80
Cash capital.
3,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
2,274.381 25

dry cough keep

Standard,

Nothing new fangied,

Pawtucket, R. 1.

O. W. Ripley and Edwin Martin attended the Republican State convention
in Bangor.

Store.

a

|

-"The Flavor Lasts-

Assets December 81, 1919.

Sleep ?

Li

The boys are tapping trees; the robins
have made their appearance, and witt
the beautiful weather we are now bavins
makes us think spring is here.

I Sealed Tight—Kept Right

Unity.
William H. Douglass, et al., Unity, to
Samuel F. Douglass, do.; land in Thorndike.
Gustav RuofF, Freedom, to W. H. Rockwood, Waterville; land in Freedom.
Nellie A. Tibbetts, Liberty, to Ida Nilsson, Newark, N. J.; land and buildings in

*

Does

stick of

Other benefits: to teeth,

were

!

a

WRIGLEY5

Transfers in Real Estate

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

sis-

C. S. Adams, who broke a leg the firsl
day of December, rode out one day recently. He is unable to bear his weight or
the leg yet, but the doctor is in hopes he
can in two or three weeks.

hearty
meal, you’ll
avoid that
stuffy feeling
if you chew

Roll in
vchih
"Jon Oouftus

Cured

Alex .oggs of Warren visited his
ter, Mrs. W. E. Prescott, recently.

-?e

Moses Poland, who has been in France,
was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dell Rolerson last week.
Mrs. Arthur Higgins took her daughter
Vesta to Bangor recently to have an operation on her throat

SOUTH MONTVILLE

> ‘mama

tm-'•ig.'cwnRiBlKaB

j

Mrs. Fraucelo Conner has a nice boy.
Mrs. Charles Banks has been caring for
her.
Mrs. Lucy Jackson has had' another
She was attended by Dr.
severe ill turn.
Carl Stevens.

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a local disease, greatly influenced
by constitutional conditions, and in order
to cure it you must take an internal remedy. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken
internally and acts thru the blood on the
mucous surfaces of the system.
Hall’s
Catarrh medicine was prescribed by one
of the best physicians in this country for
It is composed of some of the best
years.
tonics known, combined with some of the
best blood purifiers. The perfect combination of the ingredients in Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine is what produces such wonderful results in catarrhal conditions. Send
for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,Props Toledo, O.
All Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

The publication of this advertisement is made
possible
through the cooperation of 30 denominations.

~

a

Catarrh Cannot Be

delegates. Any pastor can tell you the conference place and date. Or write direct to the

■vrt^nmmamaaaaaama

L. A. White, A. G. Larby and F. P.
Clements of White’s Corner were guests
of the latter’s parents one day recently.

be saved. Their cargo consisted of 7600
bags of sugar with 325 pounds to the bag.

dly what forces
»

The news that Raymond H. Tainter
ill in a marine hospital was received
with regret by his family and friends.
was

Mr. and Mrs. Benny Elkins are movAmong the smart young men of Swanto Belfast where he has employment
ville are the three Seeley brothers. Ralph ing
for the summer.
is a wireless man on a warship and is now
The many friends of VV. J. Matthews,
near Constantinople.
Charles has a position on a large steamer which is on the who has been very feeble all winter, will
to hear that he has been gaining
way to Sweden with a cargo of Buick and be glad
Ford automobiles and dry goods. Harvey in strength. Daisy Stevens of Frankfort
Seeley is lirst mate on a large steamer. is helping Mrs. Matthews.
When they were recently coming up from
Cuba to New York they got wireless of a
ship in distress. They found her and took
her in tow. When part way to Boston
they ran into a gale and the tow line
broke.
While throwing a rocket with a
line attached, to the steamer the rocket
exploded in young Harvey’s hand injuring it badly, but it is hoped the hand can

d duplication, to foster cooperation and make sure that
cry man and dollar render the utmost service possible.

■ncial

at

piles.

It is the agency which the churches have created to

,

gaining slowly

Miss Ruby Gray returned to WinterHer school opened
port, March 27th.
Monday, March 29th.

Cooperative Campaign

^OPVHVA\

William E. Parker has tomato, cabbage
and other young plants growing in hia
hot house ready for spring planting.

Mrs. Leslie Payson and daughter Helen
have been visiting friends here recently,

Mr. Daggett of Morrill has been getting
the boiler at the Ellis mil] in condition for
the spring sawing.

in a

OPTU* uaunorn~an’ sonveTVNVES HE EMEH reads VT \ GEE'.
THATS POSVTVMEVH AMP^VBVJOUS y

Philip Foley of the U. S. S. Utopa was
a recent visitor at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Foley.

Mrs. Lewis E. White of West Winterago she came to Sears- port was in Orono recently to attend the
port to make her home with her daugh- Farmers’ Week meetings. She was also
ter. For many years she had been in a guest of her daughter, .Mias Beatrice
poor health and had been confined to her
| White, in Bangor while away.
home. She was of a retiring disposition,
As Memorial Day falls upon Sunday
quiet and home-loving. She is survived
by two sons, Ernest Smith of Exeter, N. this year it has been decided to have the
services Monday, May 31. Mrs.
memorial
H. and Edgar Smith of B: ston, and by
and D. M. Spencer are arone
daughter, Mrs. Gilkey of Searsport. C. L, Young
She also leaves six grandchildren. Funer- ranging a fine program. Mr. Spencer has
al services were held at her late home engaged Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor
Saturday at 1.30 p. m., Rev. T. H. Mar- to give the memorial address.
tin of the Congregational church officiatAt the annual town meeting
ing. The bearers were C. O. Sawyer, March 22, the following officers Monday,
for 1920
W. R. Gilkey, R, N. Porter and Fred B. were
chosen, with Judge Ellery Bowden,
Smith
The remains were placed in the
moderator, presiding: Clerk, Daniel M.
receiving tomb in Elmwood cemetery to Spencei; selectmen, Charles C.
Moody,
be interred later in the family lot in the
Willis J. Carleton and Llewellyn Clark;
Gordon cemetery.
treasurer, Joshua Treat, Jr.; constable
and collector of taxes, Fred Merry; mem1 he Kanetota Campfire girls celebrated
ber of school board, Wilfred H. Lord;
the fourth anniversary of the groap
auditor of accounts, Hon. Charles M.
Thurs. eve. Mar. 25th,at the home of An- Conant; fire wardens, Everett Arey, Geo.
nie and Frances Re gers on the Black Road. Nelson, Leonard Shaw and Henry ElThe birthday of the group was February dridge; fire inspector, Henry Eldridge.
22nd, but on account of bad weather and The following moneys were appropriated:
travelling, the affair was postponed until common schools, $4,000; tree high school,
a
later date. Most of the party made $1700; repairs on school houses, $500;
the trip to the Rogers fa m on snow school supplies, $250; free text books,
shoes.
The regular monthly ceremonial $300; improvement of State aid road,
meeting was held; there was an exhibi- $533; maintenance of State and State aid
tion of Blue Bird handwork, accomplished road, $600; repair of highways and bridges,
during the winter under the guidance of $4000; clearing snow from roads, $4000;
Annie Rogers; a shoe lacing and needle
support of poor, $250; salaries of officers,
threading contest, which proved popular $1500; abatements, $150; hydrant rental
at an earlier meeting, was repeated, with and other miscellaneous town charges,
Valerie Croce, Rilla Whitcomb and Mary $1000; memorial purposes, $50; free liHavener as winners; and the usual honor brary, $150; winding town clock, $25;
beads and feather were awarded. After lighting streets, $300; fire wardens, $200.
the ceremonial, the hostesses, assisted by Rate of discount for collecting taxes, 21-2
Martha Duncan, served ice cream, cake, per cent. Much interest was manifested
cookies and apples, and there was a beau- in the proposal to erect a memorial library
tiful Kanetota birthday cake, with white on the lot of land which will be given for
icing, and four candies. Mrs. C. A. Eames, the purpose by Mrs. Harriet P. Lewis, if
Mrs. John Frame, Mrs. Charles Closson, at least $2000 can be raised by popular
Misses Leona lnnes, Lucy and Kathryn subscription. Hon. C. M. Conant and A,
Curtis, Ruby and Mina Davis, were guests L. blaisdell volunteered to give $100 each,
of the group. A committee including and there were five subscribers of $50
Isabel Frame, Frances Rogers and Chris- each, seven at $25 each, 27 at $10 each
tine Eames, was appointed to organize a while others offered to give work with
Mothers' Branch of Campfire work. The teams, etc if the matter reaches fruition.
regular weekly meetings of the group
POOR’S MILLS
have been resumed. It was decided at
this meeting to begin work soon cn a Pilgrim Pageant, adapted by Mrs Duncan
Mrs. Ernest Marsh is sick with the!
from the Courtship of Miles Standish, grip.
and to be presented some time in June.
Will Ryan and family have moved to j
the city.

Miss Annie Parsons of Belfast has been
visiting Mrs. Gladys Dolliber for two
weeks.

facts developed are startling. No such picture of
ica’s religious situation has ever before been drawn.

Elden Smart and Charles Clements of
North Searsport were visitors in town a
few days recently.

years

Percy Murphy of Waldo recently spent
several days at his farm in town.

scientific survey of the mission

he

i.nations

very

amount.

daughter of Eli and Mary (Snell) Gra nt.

Twenty-one

Mrs. David Moody is
from her recent illness.

year hundreds of workers have been

and of America county

s.

Mrs. Harriet Grant Smith died

NVRVNEmersahS^N

OVD R.ONVEM
HE COOUJNT KEEP HOUSE 'TWOUT
THVS GREAT PAVMVN JOUENU.
CAUSE HE FVNOS TT HANOT TO
SVNAT EUES, PUT ON CUPSOARO
EHEUJES. KVNOV.E PVRES.ER NNRAP

Miss Helen Downes, Sumner Clark,
suddenly Wednesda
morning, March
Paul Grant, Roy Fernald and Mortimer
24th, at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Kipp, s'udents of the U. of M., have been
Pyam L. Gilkey. Mrs. Smith was born at their homes here for the Easter vacain Dover, N. H., March
15, 1839, the tion.

SWANVILLE CENTER.

Survey that Business Men Must Admire
For

warden of the assembly, and Mrs. Clara
Mussey of Unity, district deputy president of district No. 17, were present.
There was a good attendance of members
and much interest is shown by the new
officers, indicating a very successful yeai
lor the Lodge. The new robes which were
worn for the first time on this occasion,
added much to the impressiveness and
beauty of the degree. Delicious refreshments were served after the work, by a
committee consisting of Mrs.
Olive
Trundy, Mrs. Edith Towle, and Miss
Blanche Sweetser. While in town Mrs.
Burton and Mrs. Mussey were entertained at the home of Mrs. Edith
Towle, N.
G. of Knyvetta Lodge.

MICKIE SAYS

Byron McDermott has returned from
Bridgeport, Conn.
Lewis Atwood has his 1920 seeds packed and has already distributed a large

FOR FLETCHER’S

; CASTO R I A

MUKKILL.

Hood’s

Rather bad traveling but 41
Sunday school April 4th.

Aids
*

Appetite

Purifies the Blood

Promotes assimilation so as to secure full nutritive value of food,
and to give strength to tho whole
system. A well-known Justice of
IV Peace in Indiana says Hood’1;
Sarsaparilla made “food taste
good,” as after taking three bottles he eats three hearty meals
day, works hard and sleeps well.
It will help you to do this. Fifty
\ -ars’ phenomenal sal s prove its
merit.
Prepared by educated
pharmacists. Get a bottle L--3

Bert

Theatre

Lytell, (iladys Leslie, Mae Marsl.
Farnum, Nazimova, Madlaine
Traverse, to Be Seen the Next

JSfAZ I MOV A irv'jHE._BRAT“lows the picturesque

1

"Lombardi, Ltd.,” Thursday
As its special feature attraction, th<
Colonial Theatre will present “Lombardi
Ltd.,” the Screen Classics, Inc., super
production, with Bert Lytell as the star
on Thursday next.
“Lombardi,” Ltd., i:
a

of “the brat,’’

a

Few Days.

fashionshow.a gir

show and a highly diverting comedj
drama of the s rcen, with the star in th<
unusual and interesting role of a mah
modiste.
Frederic and Fanny Hatton, most giftec
of American collaborators, were respon-

career

nameless waif of the streets who, after
having been “fired” from the chorus, becomes the protege of a famous author
who takes her to his home and studies
her as a type for the heroine of his novel.
She is a quaint little body and lovable
in
!
the extreme. Naturally there is a ro1
mance, that has all the fascination of
In “The Brat”
I charm and simplicity.
a recent letter Mrs. Pearson wished their
; Nazimova appears for the first time on
i the screen or the stage as an American thanks to be expressed through the Morgirl. And you are assured of the rarest rill locals to the friends who sent them a
Morrill greeting of “Easter Lilies.”
sort of a treat.

William

variously describedjas

j
1

j

^irs. Theresa Hodsdon Greeley died
Thursday afternoon, April 1st, at the
Hodsdon home on Cedar street after an
illness of about two weeks, although she
had been in failing health the past winter.
was born in
Readfield, March 13,
1830, the eldest daughter of the Rev.
Frederic A. and Martha A. Hodsdon.
The family came to Belfast in 1844 when
Mr. Hodsdon became pastor of the Universalist church. In her active life she
was a loyal member of that church.
She
is survived by three sisters, the Misses
Angela M. and Frances A. Hodsdon, and
Maria S., wife of Charles E. Johnson, all
of this city. One grandson, Frank Dunning Greeley of Arlington, Mass., also
survives. The funeral took place at her
late home Monday at 2.30 p. m.,
RevJ
George C. Boorn officiating. The bearers
were Messrs. Charles P.
Hazeltine, Chas.
F. Swift, Giles G. Abbott and Allen L.
Curtis.

She

_

WINTERPURT
R. H. Cole of Guilford was
here last week.
Sears H. Grant is
Boston Post cane.

Lytell

m

Lombardi, Ltd

sible for the original stage play of “Lombardi, Ltd.,” from which the photoplay
was made.
On the stage it was presentee
by Oliver Morosco and ran for a season ii
New York and more than a year on tin
road.
& Most of the action transpires in tin
swagger Fifth Avenue dress-making es
tablishment of Tito Lombardi, an eccentric Italian genius whose artistic tendencies exceed his business acumen, and wh< 1
linds himself in dire straits and facin*
bankruptcy because his faith in humai
nature has made him too “easy” wit!

defrauding

customers.

Have You Seen Them?
NO!

j

j
|
j

now

a

possessor

visitor
of the

R. L. Clements visited his uncle, E. H
Clements, in Hampden recently,
Judge Bowden was a professional visitor in Belfast Tuesday of last week.
Mrs. Charles Miles of Bangor came
Friday for a few* days* visit with her sister, Mrs. L. L. Downes.
Mrs. Nettie W. Smart was in Bangor
Sunday to atte-nd the special services of
the Unity Spiritualist Society.
W. G. Crockett will show moving pictures each Saturday evening, followed by
a social dance with good music.
Mrs. Isa Couillard jand daughter Blandena of Bangor were at the home of her
aunt, Mrs. C. S. Nason, Sunday.
Mrs. Sophia Chase Jellerson hasreturned from the home ot her sister, Mrs. C.
L. Banghart, of Gorham, N# H
The younger students in the High school
are rehearsing a
playlet, “The Campfire
Girls,'' which they will present this
spring.

MRS. EMMA

Mrs. Emma Sawyer of Milbridge, for
time a resident of this city, when
she lived with her daughter, Mrs. Leroy
W. Stroat in the Wiggin house on Main
street, died April 3rd at the Hunt Hospital in Bangor. A few weeks ago she underwent the operation of having her left
leg amputated above the knee. She rallied after the operation, but gradually
failed until the end- Her daughters, Mrs.
Strout of Milbridge and Miss Myra Sawyer of Skowhegan, were with her and accompanied the remains to Milbridge,
where the funeral was held and the interment will be made. She was beloved
by all who knew her and was highly respected by young and old.

j

j

THEN DO

Largest and Most Snappy Lines of

Suits,Coats and Dresses in the State
BIG LOTS CAME SATURDAY.
THREE
Mr. Davis Monday morning that he

Received word from

shipping

was

big lot

A

Jersey,

too.

of Jersey Suits in all colors at
Some suit we say at that price.

$39.50,

and REAL

Tricotine and Serge Suits up to $85 00. Any price you
want to pay is here on our racks.
SPORT COATS, three-quarters length, in Polo Cloth, (Heather Mixtures) and all the desired colors of the season.
Trimmed
with narrow leather belts, $18.30 to $65.00.
Full length

Serge Coats, $22.50

to

$39.50.

HATS!!

HATS!

HATS!!!

To match all colors and fabrics. Prices—Oh! yes, you be the
in fact, the whole darn Court—and we’ll
go by
If you say the prices are too much for the
your decision.
quality and style, then down they go, but we feel sure you will agree
and return a verdict in our favor.
for style and quality at a reasonable price,

Judge—Jury

of Paris, France,
December 31, 1919.
Stocks and bonds.$ 1,253,581 20
Cash in office and bank.
127,613 49
319.469 51
Agent's balance.
All other assets.
16,196 28
Assets

_Yours

flGross assets..$ 1,716,850 48
Deduct items not

admitted.

The Davis

174,605 19

Admitted assets.$ 1,542.245 29
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$
106,545 35
Unearned premiums.
732,730 62
All otFier liabilities.
135,421 64
200,C0C 00
Deposit capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
367,547 68
Tttal liabilities and surplus... .$ 1,542,245 29
Win, A. Mason, Agent, Belfast.
3wl5

Sample Shop,

The “Cordica55 £

House for Sale!

!

ports Coat

A Marvelous McCall Pattern

(Patent Applied For)

On Northport avenue, near City Park.
Six rooms and large shed.
About one- ;
half acre of land. Inquire of,
3wl5
JOHN R. DUNTON.
!

■

Here is the most interesting news we have printed in years.
Patterns—as rare as it is revolutionary. Everybody knows
which Sports” have taken poss'ssion-of American life, it is
diversions, and the Fashions cf the period. But ‘Sports”

FOR 5ALE
Eight room house, barn, shed and carriage house connected, garage, two hen
houses with yard, blacksmith shop, pig
pen; two acres of pasture, 14 acres of
land facing Searsport, avenue, mill road

It is
the

sensation in
with
expressed in social
Clothes are costly.
The greatest economic soil
us that women’s clot

high because the “labor” i
in their production costs m

east,
w'ater in house, bar
and pasture. Cuts 10 tons of hay.
For particulars call at house.
MRS. PETER OLSON.
on

For Sale

or

a

intensity

tel]

Alice Lake, Juanita Hansen and Ven |
Lewis have leading feminine roles in tin
ERASrUS L BRALEY
Mrs. Geneva Freeman returned last
production. Other beautiful young womei | week from Malden, Mass., where she
Erastus I,. Braley, a life-long resident
in the cast are Thea Talbot, Ann May. ; spent the winter with her
daughter, Mrs. and
a highly
Jean Acker,
Virginia Caldwell, Gold; Belle Erskine.
respected citizen of Burn- COTTAGE ON BIRCH CREST PARK,
died at his home March 28th. His on shore front.
Madden and Patricia Hannan, the last
Mr. and Mrs. G. II. Clements attended ham,
Four rooms and shed,
health had been impaired for a few
three being gown models of the “perfect
years
the funeral of Mrs. Clement's brother
large piazza, that could be used as sleepand for several months he had suffered
36” variety. Joseph Kilgcur. George McA. Henry Conant, Saturday P. M. at the
ing porch. Fine well of water. To rent
from heart trouble. He suffered a
Daniel and John 8tep!ing have the reparMonroe Village church.
furnished, or for sale furnished or unalytic shock two weeks ago, from which furnished.
maining supporting parts in the male
Inquire of
Felicitations are extended to Mr. and he did not
contingent.
rally. He is survived by a j
4tl5
C. A. SHELDON,
Mrs. Randall M. Eames of Prospect who
widow, Mary Braley, one daughter, Mrs. i Tel. 74-13
East Northport, Me.
were united in marriage on March 27
Gladys Leslie, Friday
by Gladys Lassell, and a brother, Sullivan i
Gladys Leslie is particularly appealing Rev. C. A Purdy at the parsonage Mrs. Braley of Burnham.
Funeral services \
Eames was Miss Viola F. Clark of this were held from
as the heroine of the Vitagraph adaptahis late home March 31st,
tion of “The Midnight Br.de” by Charles village.
Rev. William Berriman of
Unity officiatStokes Wayne.
Her personality is ir
Mrs. Clement D. Cates of Jacksonville, ing, and interment was made in the ceme- !
keeping with the requirements of the f la., who purchased the residence on Dean tery near Reynold’s corner.
FOR SALE
character of the simple country girl, whe street of Mrs. O. R. Fellows last
fall,
answered the lure of the city with a se- writes to friends that she will come north
Harry L. Coombs arrived recently
at 23
riousness born of ignorance. The girl's early this spring to have certain improve- from Lynn, Mass., to visit his
parents, |
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy A. Coombs.
plight, and the final clearing of an ugl> ments made on the estate.
6tf
MRS. W. H. COOMBS.
situation in her favor will prove attracA special meeting of Defender Hose
tive to any audience by reason of the
Co., No. 1, was held Tuesday evening,
strongly human elements of the story.
In addition to “The Midnight Bride” Mar. 30. The following leaders were
Friday, there will also be shown a two- chosen: Foreman, Manley McAuliffe;
our
assistant, E. B. Nealley; secretary, S.
reel comedy and a travelogue.
H. Morgan.
Nineteen new membeis
were admitted.
Mae Marsh, Saturday
A smashing climax involving Mae
The class parts of the Winterport High
fall to describe the marvelous brilliance and beauty of CHI*
Marsh in a decidedly different role is the school have been assigned as follows:
NAMEL. That is why.we want to GIVE you a 30c Can of Chifeature of the star's newest Goldwyn valedictory, Miss Doris Arey;
salutatory,
Namel to convince you.
Picture, “The Bondage of Barbara,” Norris Clements; address to the underbru*b *t over a surface and observe its remarkable SELFwhich comes Saturday.
•
graduates, Catherine Hill; prophecy,
LEVELING advantages, wash it and nete that it does not show heel
Miss Marsh in boy’s clothes climbs up Lewis Littlefield and Marion Clark; oraor
white scratches, you will take advantage of its economy and
marks,
to the attic of a roadhouse, where her 1 tion, Kenneth Nea.ley; presentation of
easy application to beautify everything in your home.
brother is kept a prisoner. He has been gifts, Rita Cookson; class will, Daniel N.
placed there by the men responsible for a Dyer; history, Gladys Shields; essay, Liltheft, which Barbara has paid for with a lie Woodman.
year of her life in the reformatory.
She
A large congregation was present at
takes her brother’s place and induces him
FREE COUPON
the Easter services at the M. E. church
to go to the district attorney and explain
entitles bearer to one 30c Can of Chi-Namel FREE at
Sunday
morning. The special song sereverything.
vice was led by the young ladies of the
our store upon purchase of a 25c Varnish Brush to inWhen his captors find her they seek to
town. Ten were baptized and the Lord's
sure a fair trial or will be
accepted as 30c upon purhurry her out of the place. It is then th.t
chases of larger cans of Chi-Namel Products.
Miss Marsh puts up a light such as will sacrament given. A beautiful duet was
sung by Miss Jessie D. Baker and Joshua
amaze the admirers of the erstwhile porJr. The Easter sermon by the pasName___
trayer of altogether feminine types. She Treat,
tor, Rev. C. A. Purdy, showed much
proves a match for the two mien, her
At the evening services there
thought.
Address
struggle being brought to an end only by were
'__
special song services and choice
the arrival of those cognizant of her plan
selections read; also stereopticon pictures
to bring the criminals to justice.
a
shown by Rev. C. A. Purdy.
w
The charm of ‘The Bondage of Barbara” is manifested in Miss Marsh’s
TRY CHI-NAMEL AT OUR EXPENSE.
SbAKSMUNT.
mimic home, her devotion to her brother
9
and the love scenes with her lawyer
t0 our Chi-Namel
The High school opened Monday after
sw'eetheart, all of which blend into an
Store, get your 30c Chlxt
coV,pon
Owing to present coal conditions we
a vacation of two weeks, with Mrs.
unusually vital photo-drama.
™?'■
ah. “ ask in return that you buy a NEW 25c
Abbie
are obliged to notify our customers that
BRUSH
to
Chi-Namel
give
a FAIR TRIAL.
Anna Little in the 7th episode of “Light- Norton, teacher.
on and after April 1st we shall conduct
ning Bryce” and the Current Events conThe Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
our business on a cash basis and we shall
taining the latest news will also be shown. held an ice cream
WATCH
THE
CHI-NAMEL
sale at the home of
not solicit orders as in the past.
True Moody, Saturday.
We quote the following prices:
"Wings of the Morning,” Monday
Mrs. Charles Hemenway was a guest
boiling water, hammer it to prove its heel-proof
The Colonial Theatre will show Monday
Egg
Coal,
$15.50 net
eiberwuse subject it to severe endurance tests.
William Farnum, the eminent William of her cousin, Mrs. Virgil L. Hall in Bel“
• Valuable suggestions given for
Stove Coal,
Fox star, in his latest photodrama; “Wings fast a few days recently.
15.50
enameling,
painting,
grainimr
varnishing or polishing old or new, hard and soft wood
of the Morning,” a picturization of the
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Simmons, who
Chestnut Coal,
15.50
«ment, plaster etc. surfaces with Chi-Namel,
well-known novel written by Louis Tracy.
guaranteed to be
spent the winter with their daughter
“
“ahty finiSheS that sdence and highest grade material
This is a stirring sea story with all the
Franklin Coal,
16.00
Mrs. Gertrude Donnell, in Belfast have
can product
elements necessary for a superior screen moved into
“
their house in the village
Pea Coal,
14.50
entertainment.
which they bought of Mr. Wilson Whit“
The romance opens in faraway SingaSteam
13.50
Coal,
ten in the fall.
Mr Farpore, at a British army post.
“
Cumberland Coal,
15.00
Miss Alice Huntress of Boston is the
num, as the hero, is cashiered out of the
service on a false charge, and later is guest of her sister and husband, Mr. and
Above prices subject to a change withfound as a sailor on board a passenger Mrs. Herbert Crocker, who bought the
out notice.
steamer crossing the China Sea. The Ephraim Richards place.
Orders taken for future delivery carry
boat is wrecked on an uncharted island
the price current at time of delivery.
Palm Sunday, March 28th, there was
during a typhoon, and he rescues the an
Thanking you for your patronage in
interesting discourse taken from the
the past and trusting we may retain a
daughter of the owner of the line. Their
of John, chapter 12, verses 21 and
gospel
vicissitudes and adventures on the island
continuance of the same, we remain
22. The setting of the scene was porand the final denouement are said to be
Respectfully
trayed, the enquirerers and those introdeveloped along extremely dramatic lines. ducing
them, the importance of the introFuel
&
company
duction, and its far reaching effects.
"The Brat,” Tuesday
Easter Sunday, April 4th, the text was
The supreme Nazimova in “The Brat,” taken from Matt. 28
and 6, “He is not
her latest and greatest screen production,
here, He is risen,” the events following
will be featured on Tuesday next. This the
into
Jerusalem were reviewed,
entry
screen play is Nazimova’s own adaptation
Gethsemane and the journey to Calvary
We wish to inform the
public that we
of Maude Fulton’s drama of the same after the
are doing business all the time and if
ignominy and humiliation, the
you
name, whicn bad a phenomenal run of crucifixion and
wish
to
sell
with
or
real
estate
of any kind
their
buy
resurrection,
more than two years in New York and lessons
and affliction were impressed by
we would be pleased to talk with you.
other big cities throughout the United floral decorations
effectively contributed
IE. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
States and Canada. It is one of those to an
inspiring occasion, while the hymns
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
intensely human and appealing stories in were impressively rendered and the
conwhich there are smiles and tears. It fol- gregational
R
Room
2, Odd'Fellowa’
excellent
Belfast, Me.

1

One manufacturer says
his designer $20,000 a year
$150.00 a week, fitters

,u
ere:

■

week and

to Rent

who

so

sew

on

down to

■

I

labels for

on

week—and

sews

Labor DOES

them

come

on

high—

r

of it.
And

now we

introduce f

dica” Sports Coat Pattern
It takes the costly label
out of Coat-making.

Household Roods

Any

woman

can

make

minutes.

ible,

Washington Street

Clip Coupon

enough

us

Suits to supply the whole of Waldo County. Don’t
delay, come
in at once and look them over for the style you are
looking for.
No two alike, but hurry,
also your size is here.
they won’t last
the
is
to
bound
sell them. Think of it! a snappy Blue
long,
price
Serge Suit for $32.50. Yes, we have one lot at $24.50, but
the $32.50 values we can shout about.

Union Fire Insurance Company,

SAWYER.

some

One of the

The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvah Mansur,of Monroe, and is engaged
in farming in that town, where they will
make their home.

MRS. THERESA H. GREELEY

Madlaine Traverse, Wednesday
a
London belle takes part in a
cave-man courtship on the screen thrills
are sure to follow; and such thrills are
promised in “Lost Money,” a new Fox
photoplay which will present the beautiful star, Madlaine Traverse, next Wednesday. Advance reports of this picture
indicate an unusual story of a fight for
love and money in the African diamond
fieldb, with a dramatic role for-Miss Traverse that should be a winner.
When

j

Bert

j

—

Digestion

Colonial

]

Mrs. Anna Woods visited in Vassalboro

Mr. and Mrs. James Mears passed sev
eral days with friends in Belfast recently.

Makes Food
Taste Good
ar.

pupila at

recently.
Mrs. Percy. Turner is caring for Mrs. j
Elden Knowlton.
'l'ilson Maynard, student at Coburn, is
Cleve Knowlton spent the week-end j
spending his Easter vacation at the par- with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. !
sonage.
Knowlton.
Russell Cross met with a bad accident
Mrs. Charles Richardson returned home
last week, sawing off three fingers on his last
Saturday from Clinton, where she
left hand.
has been caring for her grandmother.
Stella Berry and Leona Woodbury have
Your correspondent’s time is very much
returned to their studies at Castine Nor- limited at the
present. She would appremal.
ciate it if those having news they wished
to
in
this
appear
paper would leave it at
Mrs. Russell Cross returned from a
two weeks’ visit with relatives in Boston Eflie M. Five’s store.
and vicinity last Thursday.
April 4th, Mrs Harry Woods gave a
Delbert Paul received last week a fur- birthday party in honor of her daughter
The guests were
nace that be ordered from Chicago last Nancy’s 4th birthday.
and Ithamar Bellows, Thelma
He intends to keep warm Phylis
November.
Cunningham, Arline Reynolds and Ruby
through the summer if he can.
Flye. Refreshments were served and a
Dr. and Mrs. T.' N. Pearsop left for good time
enjoyed by all.
Boston General Hospital last Monday
Freedom
had
He
to
be
on
a
Sunday school held an Easter
carried
morning.
couch and as the roads were very bad a concert last Sunday morning in the
band of men from Morrill and City Point church. They had a fine program. I. P.
spent a part of Sunday afternoon smooth- Griffies very kindly helped the commiting up the roads as much as possible, do- tee in making it an occasion to be enjoying so because of pure love and fellow- ed by old and young. Special services
ship for the doctor and because they re- were help in the evening.
membered that he, in his 26 years of
MAN SUR-ELLIS
practice in Morrill, always and ever tried
to make living more comfortable and
Leroy C. Mansur ot Monroe and Miss
pleasant for those in sickness or trouble.
He had a special car at Burnham; he has Mabel C. Ellis of Newton, Mass., were
married
at the Methodist parsonage Weda
private room, day and night nurse,
Mrs. Pearson can be with him through nesday evening, March 31st, at 7 o’clock.
the day, yet, despite his sickness and They were unattended and the single ring
Mrs. Pearson’s care and anxiety, nearly service was used. The bride wore a handsome blue
travelling suit with hat to
everyone in town was remembered by an
Easter card.
Meanwhile friends in this match. She is the daughter of Mr. and
and surrounding towns are under a shad- Mrs. Lorenzo Ellis of Monroe, but has
been in Newton, Mass., for some time,
ow that will not be lifted until we learn
that he is on the way to recovery. From where she was employed as a milliner.

Sarsaparilla
Creates

FREEDOM.

This may sound
but it is true.

Coats
seam

are

after

There

is

creations of

:

seam.

but ONE

sean

“Cordica” Sport Coat—am

plain, straight sewing.

and Come to

All a woman needs to
cut the cloth by the Pat
sew on one seam—and

CHI-NAMEL DEMONSTRATION

WORDS

have

a

coat of which she

a

proud.

mranfn>2?u

Sounds like magic.

It

wonderful than magic, bn
i n’t magic—but REAL.

_

We carry this Pattern
medium and small—also

THIS

NOTICE

Brin,'?

DEMONSTRATOR

\ ^°p,^bi'Nam.el ^
Vahlall!!? a1>d

metal’

Beltast

Hay

Special Notice

HALL HARDWARE CO.,

Successors to Hall-Elli* Hdu. Co.,

making

Belfsut, Maine.

tfl7

Block,

same.

(Tel. 359)

Very truly yours,

MRS. E. P.

_

singing

derful line of Sports matei

CARLE,

21 Main Street

! firemen's hund Insurance

Company,

NOTICE

fcan Francisco, California.
Assets

j

December 31, 1919.

Real

estate.$ 420,169 70
Mortgage loans. 1,872 814 36
Collateral loans.
92.175 00
Stocks and bonds,. 11.635,863 08
Cash in office and bank. 2,736,705 01
Agents' balances. 3,934,781 85
Bills receivable.
188,261 53
Interest and rent3.
193.781 03
All other assets.
8,481 06
Gross assets..*$21,083,022 61
Deduct items not admitted. 1,072,169 66
i_

Admitted assets..., *..$20,010,852 96
Liabilities December 31, 1919,
Net

unpaid losses.$ 2,307,185 95
9,895,543 90

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

1,008,354 64
600,000 00

1

5,299,768

Totaf liabilities and surplus... .‘$20,010,852
James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.

46
96

3wl5

Belfast, Maine, March
Owing to the present existing
we
are obliged to notifj
ditions,
tomers and the public that on
April 1st, we shall conduct our
CASH basis.
We will not solicit orders as ii
Prices quoted below are su1
change without notice:
ness on a

Egg Coal,

$15.50

Stove Coal,
Nut
“
Pea

15.50
15 50

14.50
14.50
13-50
15,00

Coke,
Steam Coal,
Cumberland Coal,

Orders taken for future deli
the prices current at tim

■

carry

livery.

Appreciating

NOTICE
All bills due us and not paid by April
15, 1920, will be left with our attorney
for collection. Our Mr. Whitten will be
at the office of Swan-Whitten Co.
L. WHITTEN CO.

12_H.

FOR SALE
On Waldo
of

for

a

past favors, an<
continuance of the same,
Yours respectfully,

Consumers Fuel Compan'

Belfast Savings Bank
The annual meeting of the

2wl4*

125 Waldo Avenue

coig

of the above Bank will be held i
banking rooms on Wednesday, Ai
at 10 o’clock a. m., for the
trustees and to transact any oth 'i i'c1
ness that may legally come before >'1

Avenue, place consisting of
land, house, barn, hen house,
carriage house; fruit and berries of all
kinds.
E. O. BROWN,
meeting.
one acre

I

electin'j

2wl4|

W. J. DORMAN, ClerH

I

Don’t Mark Your Dollar Down!
Don t mark your dollar down I The most
prosperous people are
those who can make their dollars go the farthest-those who know
when and where to get the most for their
mon?y.
If you will look over our stock of men’s and
boys’ clotning and
furnishings, you are not only sure to find what you want, but you
will realize that you can’t get more for a dollar
anywhere than you
can here.
Seeing is believing. Call in !

I

Very truly

yours,

BERT L.

DAVIS,

BELFAST’S LARGEST CLOTHING STORE
The

where

store

little old dollar

your

TELEPHONE 223-12

nut tut lllir Hin

! he News ot Belfast
I

advertises the Glen Elliof the New Edison March

nes

rst

231
Davis tells how to get the
ur dollar in buying men’s and
il1^1

bo'

.rdware Co. advertises Chih is demonstrated at their
ternational engines and wood
chines.

worth

gruanmnwnwvii

Mrs. Cecil Clay is arranging for a subdance in the Armory May 5th.

The following marriage intentions have
been recently recorded with city clerk
Charles S. Bickford: Levi P. Campbell of
Belfast and Mrs. Abbie Lasseli Toothaker
of Searsmont; Clarence E. Gurney and
Mrs. Vesta M. Hasty, both of Belfast;

j scription

Church street.

Miss Helen Osgood of Eoston, Field
Director for Maine, was in in Belfast the ! Charles A. Ludwick of Bath and Dora
M. Havener of Belfast.
past week in conference with the local
A. P, Goodhue of the firm of Goodhue
Red Cross workers on the public health
& Co., was in Rockland last week to buy
board.
the business of the late Fred L. Studley
of that city.
Mr. Goodhue will run it in

Mrs. Eugene L Stevens will entertain
the Hospital Aid and Club at an auction

.Vest advertises canucks, or
i'ses, for sale at his stables in
Brooks,
Southworth Co. advertises
e kind that wear the longest.
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to his City Girage. WT. L. Gilkey
will retain his auto show room in this
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connection with his store in this city.
and thimble party at her home on Church
I It will be pleasant news to Mr. and Mrs.
street Friday afternoon. Those who play
Goodhue’s many friends that they will
auction are requested to come at 2.30
continue their residence in this city.
o’clock.
Harry E, Walker is moving his auto
Mr. and Mrs. Bancroft H. Conant have
received cards announcing the marriage repair shop from the Phoenix House annex to the basement of the
tenement
in Chicago March 22nd of their only
son,
house directly opposite on High street.
Clarence Conant and Miss Virginia Ev
ans of that city.
Mr. Conant is employ- Mr. Everett A. Banks will occupy the
rooms vacated by Mr. Walker as an aned by the Chicago

advertises the Ford Sedan
starter and lighting system.
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The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday afternoon with Mrs. Ethel P. Collins,
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Telephone Company.

The Eastern Steamship Lines Inc., anthat on resumption of service the
old practice of employing a collector will

nounce

nex

building. Mr. Banks has bought a lot of
machinery from the Read Garage and
be discontinued and hereafter all charges
will employ the Read repair men the
Mrs. Wm. Waterman publish a
will be collected on delivery of freight,
season.
Mr. Gilkey has leased
coming
■nks.
except to parties holding letters of credit
the building on High street formerly oceldon, East Northport, offers from the Boston office.
irch Crest for sale or to rent,
ceupied by the Curtis Garage to Peter
Local Agent Geo. E. Duuton was notiio County Hospital wants
Gallagher and Homer B. Carter.
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that
first
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Tuesday
the
Camtrip
ten for pupil nurses.
Announcements of the wedding of
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to
arrive
here Tuesday
"scot Bay Electric Co. adver- den,
Charles Howard, formerly of Gardiner,
Iden washing machine as the morning had been cancelled on account
now of Gainsville,
0 wash.
Texas, and Miss Luof the storm and machinery trouble. She
May advertises six room cot- is not expected to arrive here until next cille Williams of Gainsville, have been
re for sale.
received by Belfast friends. Mr. Howard
Saturday morning
Vndrews advertises for place
for cash customer.
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Olson advertises land and
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farm,

located in the
sold last week by

town of Brooks, was
the Chapin Farm Agency, Albert E. Andrews local manager, to George S. Bo-

since.

hannon of Buckhannon, West Virginia.
Mr.

Bohannon is

Wesleyan College,
farm for

,[.'liters of Pocahontas held a
at Mrs. A. O. Torrey’s on

mail clerk for a time on the BelfastBurnbam branch of the M. C. R. R.,
some years ago, and is very well known
here, where he has frequently visited
was
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fie plans to use the

summer

home at present and

At a meeting in Augusta April 5th the
Public Utilities Commission considered
two complaints from Waldo County. Bel-

mont sent a written complaint that the
Liberty & Belfast Tel & Tel. Co., negMonday night the ice floe from Hurd lects and refuses to instal
telephone serpond running through the Wescott stream vice for them. The Commission

later to settle there.

broke the dam at the H. Fair Holmes
lumber mill and destroyed the mill causing a loss of about S300, without insurThe planet is on the
rivei and the lumber, etc.,
carried to the upper bridge.
the bridge will go with the
ance.

the abutments

rocks in the
in the mill
It is thought
next floe as

already started.

are

Dr. Sumner C. Pattee haa moved his
Cecil Clay left Tuesday for-Skowhegan
office from the Colonial Theater building as the official stenographer for
Judge
to the Masonic Temple, occupying the George M. Hanson of Calais
presiding at
office which was occupied by Dr. W. C. the April term of the Somerset
County S.
Lib bey.
J. Court.
On account of a lack of a quorum the
Another whist party in the series unApril meeting of the Directors of the der the direction of Emma
White Barker
Home for Aged Women was postponed
Tent, D. of V., was held at Memorial
from Tuesday to this, Thursday, .evening hall last
Wednesday evening with Miss
at 7 o’clock.
Susie Hanson and Mrs. Frank O. WhitThrough the efforts of Herbert R. ing, hostesses.
There were ten tables of
Blodgett, its local manager, the Central whist. The prizes went to Mrs. Annie
Maine Power Company has presented the Grant and Mrs. Nina D.
Cook, Messrs.
Waldo County Hospital with an electric Ralph M. Carter and John
Collins.
power washing machine.
Two boys, Harlan Patterson and ErnThe Saturday Auction Club was enter- est
Socea, aged about 13 and 14 years,
tained Friday evening at the home of were
before Judge Clyde R. Chapman of
Mrs. Virgil L. Hall, three tables being t.
Municipal Court last Thursday. The
filled. A picnic supper was
served, and former was charged with larceuy and the
Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes won the
prize, a latter with habitual truancy. He senfilled rose jar.
tenced them both to the State school fcr
The last meeting of the season of the Boys at South
Portland, but an appeal to
Women’s Alliance of the First Parish the April term of the
Supreme Judici al
will be held at the home of Mrs. Albert Court was taken in
both cases.
C. Burgess, Church street,
this, ThursThe Penobscot river was reported free
day, at three o’clock. A paper on ''Mod- of
ice Sunday night. The Belfast Bay
ern Humorists” will be
given by Miss was
filled with large cakes of floating ice
Frances Abbott.
Saturday and Sunday, a sure sign that it
The Traveller’s Club will meet next
was coming out of the river.
There is a
Tuesday afternoon with Miss Annie V.
fringe of ice on some sections of the inner
Field, Primrose Hill. The program will harbor.
Residents in the vicinity of
consist of a paper,
Savannah, Mrs. John Northport avenue reported the amount of
R. Dunton; reading, Among the
Georgia floating ice far in excess of the usual floe,

N. Y., who has been spending the Easter
va< ation with his
parents, Mr and Mrs.

Durham, is a member of the
Reserve Officers Training Corps maintained at the Institution by the War De-

he subscribed to the school building fund.
Mr. Howes also willed to Miss Addie
partment,
Robinson, who has been housekeeper for
The regular meeting of John Cochran ! him for ahout 44 years the sum of $1,000,

Chapter,

D.

A.

R.,

announced for last
Monday evening at the home of Mrs. John
W. Ferguson, was postponed to next Mon-

est

it contains a paper on “The Cross
Roads of the World,” by Mrs. George C.
as

Bosson,
W.

Howes

The keenest musical

ear

cannot

^distinguish

any difference betweeen the voice of the
living artist and the RE-CREATION ot
that voice

by

the New Edison.*

Hamilton, our florist, had an
abundance of all spring bulbs with the
exception of the Easter lily. He thought
it advisable not to buy the latter
as the
price was exorbitant, henfce did not have
one for sale.
He also had a large supply
of cut llowers. His sales were
unusually
large both for church and home decorations, but his supply was by no means
exhausted.
The

Community' Chautauqua

Phonograph

The New Edison* alone

with

a

Soul”

RE-CREATE music for you.
Come in and hear it for yourself. Make the great discovery
for

yourself.

FRED D. JONES
Main

Street,

Belfast, Maine

ML*The instrument used in Tuesday evening’s (March 23rd) Tone-Test is the regular model which sells for (285 (in Canada $(31). It is an exact duplicate of the
Laboratory Model which Mr. Edison perfected after spending Three Million Dollars
in experiments.

OR
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week has

V2, 3, 6,

been assigned for July 21st to
25th, inclu- requested to see that they understand the
sive, and will be five days devoted to laws controlling the use of
firearms.
music and lectures. The attractions asMany of our bird lovers are supplying
signed are entirely new here. Among food to the flocks of
early birds just arthem are the Aeolian String
Choir; The riving. Saturday at 5 a. m., Mr. and
Madrigals; Percy Allen, English Traveler; Mrs. Edmund Wilson fed several hun“Polly of the Circus,” a big play; The dred of them with
canary and rape seed.
Venetian Trio; Dr. E. E. Violette and The The flock included
song and fox sparBeaco 1 Concert Company.
rows, juncoes and robins. The blue jays

j
!

Mrs. Wilson were more than compensated for their early rising, etc., by the concert of song that lasted until about 9 a.

i

m.

j
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School

began

Point.

Monday

af'er

two

a

weeks' Easter vacation.
Mrs. Jennie

McGray of

Knox is visiting

!

:

Wendall and Harold Kelley
spent the
Easter vacation in Castine, the
guests of
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs

!

Canuck

Lewis i
| Is

Staples.

the vernacular

name

Gay Holmes has purchased of I. L.
Bartlett the tiilage land of the Bartlett

farm.

of the j

hardy, low set, rugged, tough,
wiry, tireless Canadian horses I
The land, which was
formerly j
by Mr. Holmes’ grandfather, the i have a large number of these de-

owned
late Lot M.

j

Water Glass
an

GIRL

CARD OF THANKS-

HI A HITCH

man

with team

A Review of Feminine
Loveliness and

Novelty of the Season

Luxury!

!

“LOMBARDI LTD.,” bertITtell

Wentworth have returned to Hartto take charge of their
barges....Mrs. Arthur Higgins, who went
to Bangor with her daughter Vesta for
an operation on her throat, has returned
home and Vesta is getting along finely...
Mrs. Leslie Payson and daughter Helen
have been visiting their old neighbors
here, returning home last Saturday....
Miss Lillian Strout spent her vacation in
Bradford.
She returned Saturday to
commence her school again.

ford, Conn.,

m

There are Girls, Gowns and Giggles Galore in this
of a Man Dressmaker—in Six Acts.

Comedy in Two Acts.

Loren and Alice
in the Belfast High
Easter vacation with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Wadlin, in Northport....Miss Alice Robbins
of this city spent a few days last week as
the guest of Mrs. A. W. Roberts....Mrs.
Belfast.

Pictorial Review

___

Saturday

Gladys Leslie in
“The Midnight; Bride”

Mae Marsh in
“The Bondage of Barbara”

Stirring Unique Vitagraph Play
in Six Acts.

I

Comedy.Travelogue

In which a Girl Becomes a Boy
to Save the Family Honor.

Anna Little in

WILLIAM FARNUM
\

30th.Miss Verna
guest last Wednesday
of her cunt, Mrs. Ada Curtis....Mrs. M.
A. Wadlin of Northport spent one day
March
a

IN LOUIS TRACY’S

“Wings

last week with her daughter. Miss Arlene
Wadlin, in Belfast.Mr. Robbins, State
fish and game warden of Augusta, spent

of the

Morning”

A Tremendous Production from the Tremendous Novel. Supreme in Thrills.
Suspense and Power to Fascinate.

night last week at the home of Leo
Herrick....Miss Sadie Wade called on
Mrs. Hilda Herrick, Sunday.Miss
Eulalia Greenlaw left March 29th for
Castine to continue her studies in the
E. S. N. S.
one

I

|

Wednesday

“Lightning Bryce”

Tuesday

Monday

F. S. Cross and son Joseph of Nashua,
N. H., arrived at their new home in

Unique Tangle’

Friday

A

Wadlin, students
school, spent the

Laugh

With Her !

Sympathize

Cry With Her!
With Her!

NAZI MOVA
THE

nr

auto

■ C, v who can
give bond to
137 Watkins home and Farm Products,
Blearest concern of kind in world $1500 to
$5000 yearly income. Territory in this county
open. Write today J. R. Watkins Uo. Dept.
112, Winona, Minn,
4wl2
""

sell

Thursday

The Screen

19

We wish to thank our neighbors who
rendered us such great assistance at the
time of the lire, March 28th.
MR. and MRS. VVm. WATERMAN.
Northport, March 31, 1920.—•*

SHOW!

cello Conner have a fine boy, born March
23rd....Moses Poland, who has been in

heavy grade,

A. A. Howes & Co/s

ATGOWNJ SHOW!

% A

extra
at

1,

to

!

Thursday

Poor's Mills.
Mrs. Ernest Marsh
has been quite sick, but is reported better....Mrs. Mildred Woods visited friends
in Camden recently....Mr. and Mrs. Fran-

\

will be at the lowest price
during April and May.

her niece, Mrs. R. H. Mosher.

Prop’r,

was

Tilting Table.

or

SQUARE DEAL STABLES

Greenlaw

P.

Sawing Machines

Bartlett, adjoins the Holmes sirable animals on hand in both of
farm and the two combined will
make my stables at Belfast and Brooks.
one of
the largest and most desirable
out the north and west seek to raise farms in Waldo
Horses will be sold for very
county.
$100,000,000 between April 25 and May
reasonable prices and guaranteed
During the heavy rain Monday night
2nd. He is organizing local churches
EXACTLY as represented. Come
the dam across the Wescott
stream gave
much the same as communities were orand
see us and get acquainted and
and
immense blocks of ice whirling
ganized during the great war work drives. way
down stream carried
we
will
both make money.
away part of the
Among the aims of the New World MoveFair Holmes mill and some
of the mament of Northern Baptists, which will be
furthered by the fund, are Christian work chinery. This mill was on the site of the
old Kaler plaster mill and
with the falls
among the foreign born of the United
has for
States, expansion of religious and educa- touch many years given a picturesque
W. L. WEST,
to the scenery
along the Passagastional institutions supported by the desawaukeag.
Belfast and Brooks.
nomination, increased salaries and pensions for ministers and missionaries and
enlarged foreign mission work.

Northport

H.

would not feed with these so were given
bread crumbs, which they took to the
seclusion of the trees to eat. Mr and

1

This offer is open to seniors of this

South

can

KEROSENE

charges—using lire arms within
shooting at song birds.
Parents, wno have boys owning rifles, are

S.

“The

International Engines

Church street.

the city limits and

France, was a guest of Delbert Rolerson
week.Capt. O. A. Wade and W.

2/fcNEW EDISON

on

two

on

last

And does it not amaze you, too, that Mr. Edison has succeeded in producing an instrument that captures
every subtle sweetness of the human voice—that gives you all the ear
can give you of the art of the world’s
great artists. No
other phonograph dares to make this direct comparison.

1

Save our Song Birds. Just why
boys from 12 to 15 years of age should
use our song birds as a target for their
rifles is a mystery to all bird lovers. Recently two boys were caught on the Congress street base ball grounds shooting at
random into a flock of birds and if they repeat the offence they will be brought before Judge Clyde B. Chapman of the Municipal Court. They can be prosecuted

Jr.

E.

Harry A. Foster of Belfast has been
appointed director in Waldo County of
the campaign in which Baptists through-

SOME

NORTON,

BELFAST, MAINE.

J

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. and Mr. and Mrs.
day evening on account of the severe Allan M. Howes will
move in the near
The program is of unusual inter- future to the
residence of the late Asa A.

ter.

of your friends must have been in the huge audience which heard Glen Ellison in his Tone-Test recital
at the Colonial Theatre.
Ask them about it. This is the
astonishing discovery they made:

in and

Ford Sales and Service Station,

storm.

year.

all Belfast

B. O.

Miss Robinson has been like a daughter I
to him, especially in his declining years.

each New England Normal School, who
will be selected by the faculty because of
all round scholarship and general charac-

amazed

come

_

$500 each to the Belfast Home for Aged
Women and the Girls’ Home.
The heirs
will also pay from his estate the $1,000

James C.

Wilde, director of the department. The
annual scholarship is to be awarded this
year for the first time to one student in

—It

least of its charms. Won’t ycu
look it over?

Crackers, Mrs C. M. Craig; reading, and in larger cakes filled with all kinds of
Atlanta, Miss Maude E. Mathews. debris.
Cadet J. Tolford Durham, a student at
The public bequests of the will of the
St. John’s Military school at
Manlius, late Asa A. Howes of this city consists ’of

A good Satuiday, April 3rd, was an
innovation to the usual run of weather
conditions. The storm came Friday and
gave the
again Monday. On the latter date we
Company 10 days to remove the cause of had a
variety of weather. In the early
complaint or submit to a public hearing.
morning there was a snow' squall which
The Commission has investigated Searsleft the ground white until the intermitport’s complaint against the Easterns. S. tent
April showers melted it. Shortly
Lines Inc., for not giving that town adequate boat service and have notified that after noon, at about o p. m. and again at
Corporation that if the cause of com- 8 30 p. ni., we had electrical showers.
plaint is not removed a public hearing
Each State Normal school in New
will be ordered.
Eng-

HUMAN

The Ford Sedan, with electric starting and
ligh ting system, demountable rims wi th 3 *4 -inch
tires all around, is the ideal family car because
of its general utility and refined and comfortable
equipment. Finely upholstered. Plate glass
windows. An open car in the spring, summer,
and early fall. A closed car in inclement
weather and winter. Rain-proof, dust-proof. In
the city or the country, a family car. The low
cost of operation and maintenance is not the

Alive

land may now send one student to Boston University School of Education free
of charge, according to Prof. Arthur H.

SO

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

INCOMPARABLE,

in

“The Brat”
Seven Acts of Supreme Entertainment.

Madlaine Traverse mon^T

A LONDON BELLE
IN THE SOUTH

AEK1CAN VELDT.

good I toy and you may trust him
On
Implicitly.
Thursday evening

a

—=—i

you can tell what success you had
with the salmon."
“Oh. that reminds me. Mr. Cardigan.
You can’t come Thursday evening,
after all." And she explained the rea-

The

VALLEY
of

"Suppose
night instead.”

son.

the

GIANTS
By PETER B. KYNE
Author of
“Cippy Ricks’*

Copyright by Peter B. Kyne

SYNOPSIS.

you

come

Wednesday

NORTHPORr

while, because he can whip any man
In the country, and everybody realizes
it. I don't know what I’d do without
a

Rondeau.

He certainly makes those
bohunks of mine step lively.”
“Oh-h-hl Do you employ bohunks.
Colonel ?”

‘‘Certainly.

They

cost

less;

iibj

j
j

who have been benefited by its use.
Among the large number that have been
received recently none are more interesting than the following letter from Dr.
J. T. Edwards of Fayetteville, Ga. Dr.
Edwards, it will be remembered, recently
gave Tanlac his unqualified indorsement
in a public statement, and the testimonial
published below was recently given him
by one of his patients. His letter follows
just as it was written:

_

CHAPTER
Giants young

V.-In

Valley of the

the

Cardigan finds a tree felled
Indiacross his mother’s grave.
cations are that it was cut down to secure
the burl, and evidence seems to show that

directly

Pennington and his woods-boss, Jules
Rondeau, are Implicated in the outrage.
CHAPTER

VI

When Shirley Sumner descended to
the breakfast room on the morning
following her arrival in Sequoia, the
first glance at her uncle's
stately
countenance infonned her that during
the night something had occurred to
irritate Colonel Setli Pennington and
startle him out of his customary bland
composure.
“Shirley,” he began, "did I hear you
calling young Cardigan on the telephone after dinner last night or did
my ears deceive me?”
"Your ears are all right. Uncle Seth.
I called Mr. Cardigan up to thank him
for the pie he sent over, and Incidentally to Invite him over here to dinner

Thursday night."
“I thought I heard you asking somebody to dinner, and as you don’t know
a soul in Sequoia except young Cardigan, naturally I opined that he was to
be the object of our hospitality.”
“I dare say it’s quite all right to
have invited Mm. isn’t it, Uncle Seth?"
“Certainly,
certainly, my
dear.
Quite all right, but, er—ah. slightly
I am expecting other
Inconvenient.
company Thursday night—unfortunately. Brayton, the president of the Bank
of Sequoia, Is coming up to dine and
on

discuss some business affairs with me
afterward; so if you don’t mind, my
dear, suppose you call young Cardigan
up ami ask him to defer his visit until
some later date."
What perfectlv
“Certainly, uncle.
marvelous roses!
flow did you sueceeti in growing them. Uncle Seth?”
Lie smiled sourly. “1
didn't raise
“That half-breed
drives John
Cardigan’s
car brought them
around about an
hour ago, along with a card. There
It is. beside your plate."
"1
She blushed ever so slightly.
suppose Bryce Cardigan is vindicating
himself,” she murmured as she withdrew the card from the envelope. As
she had surmised, it was Bryce Cardi-

them,” he replied.
Indian

that

gan’s. Colonel Pennington was the
proprietor of a similar surmise.
“Fast work, Shirley," he murmured
banteringly. “1 wonder what he’ll
send you for

Some

luncheon.

j
j
j

j

j

dill

pickles, probably.”
She pretended to he very busy with
tlie roses,
him.
Oiiiiicv>,

and
in.L

not

aiuuc

table, picked idly

to

til

have

me

heard

mcaaiimi.

the preserved figs
her.
the owlish butler set before
Vaguely she wondered at her uncle's
apparent hostility to the Cardigans;
she was as vaguely troubled in the
knowledge that until she should succeed
in eradicating this hostility, it must
Inevitably act as a bar to the further
progress of her friendship with Bryce
jCardigan. And she told herself she
at

did not want to lose that

She wasn’t the least bit

friendship.

love with
him albeit she realized he was rather
lovable. And lastly he was a good, devotPd son and
was
susceptible of
development into a congenial and
Wholly acceptable comrade to a young
lady absolutely lacking in other means
of amusement.
in

Id
her
breakfast
thoughtful silence; then she went to
the telephone and cnlled
up
Bryce.
He recognized her voice instantly and
called her name before she had opportunity to announce iier identity.

_

■

^

She

finished

“Thank you so much for the beautiful roses, Mr. Cardigan,” she began.
“I’m glad you liked them.
Nobody
picks flowers out of our garden, you
know. I used to, but I'll he too busy
hereafter to bother with the
garden.
Tty the way, Miss Sumner, does your
uncle own a car?”
“1 believe he does—a little old rattletrap which lie drives himself.”

j

1

I’ll send George over with
the Napier this afternoon. You might
care to take a spin out into the surrounding country. By the way, Miss
Sumner, you are to consider George
and that car as your personal property. I fear you’re going to find
“Then

a dull place; so whenever you
wish to go for a ride, just call me up,
and I’ll have George report to you.”
"But think of all the expensive gasoline and tires!”
“Oil, but you mustn’t look at things
from that angle after you cross the
Rocky mountains on your way west.
What- are you going to do this afternoon?”
“I don’t know. I haven’t thought
that far ahead.”
“For some real sport I would suggest that you motor up to Laguna
Grande. That’s Spanisii for Rig Lagoon, you know. Take n
rod
with
you. There are some laud-locked salmon in the lagoon.
“Rut I haven’t any rod.”
“I’ll send you over a good one.”
“Rut I have nobody to teach me
how to use it,” she hinted daringly.
“I appreciate that compliment,” he
flashed back at her, “but unfortunately my holidays are over for a long
long time. I took my father’s place in
the business this morning.”
“So soon?”
“Yes. Things have-been happening
while I was away. However, speaking of fishing, George Sea Otter will
-aunve an invaluable Instructor.
He is

I

Saturday-night
in town. As a usual thing, all hands
with the exception of the brakeman,
engineers, and fireman, are singing,

weeping

or

fighting

(Continned

on

Page Seven)

Fayetteville, Ga.
Mr. G. F. Willis, Atlanta, Ga
Dear Sir: I am enclosing you herewith
statement I have just received from Mr.
T. M. McGough. He has sold out here
and is moving to Turin, Ga. He was
here this morning and came in to tell me
what Tanlac had done for him. He says
too much cannot be said about Tanlac. It
certainly has cured him.
Respectfully,

J. T. EDWARDS, M D.
Mr. McGough’s statement follows:
“I suffered from indgestion and could
not eat anything but what would hurt
me.
Constipation gave me a great deal
of trouble also. My symptoms were indigestion, heartDurn and gas on the stomach after eating. My appetite was irregular and my food failed to nourish me.
This trouble caused me to get very poor—
in fact I got so thin and weak I was hardly able to go about.
“I bought three bottles of Tanlac on
Dr. Edwards’ recommendation and I am
now feeling all right again, and am able
to attend to business. 1 gained seventeen
pounds in weight and am doing fine. Tanlac did the work.
“I now recommend Tanlac to everyone
who is sick like I was and wishes to take
something that will help them.”
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills; in Prospect by L C. Dow & Co.,
in Brooks by Albert R. Pillty and in
Stockton Springs by J. C Gordon.

WHITE’S CUK’NER, Winterport.
C. B. Jewett was
March 23,

Guy Nealey, who has been in Bangor
during the winter, has returned to his
home.
Mrs. Julia White spent several days
recently with her son, L. E. White, at
West Winterport.

j

Mr. and Mrs. E. II Nealey and Mrs. C.
B. Jewett visited Mrs. G. L. Clarke of
Goshen several days recently.

Lewis Libby and Elizabeth W’ellman,
I students in Brooks high school, have been
| at their homes for a week’s vacation.
Mrs. Edna Harquail and Miss Laura
|

Bickford came from Castine March 20th
j to spend the Easter recess at their homes
| here, returning March 29.
A meeting of the community chairmen
of the Waldo county farm bureau was
! held Monday forenoon, March 29, at the
j home of the president, C. C. Clements.
; N. S. Donahue, county agent, was present.
Mrs. W. E. Hebard and little son are
spending a few weeks at the home of her
parents, Hon. and Mrs. C. M. Conant, hefore joining Mr. Hebard at Chester, Mass.
Miss Edna Conant has also been at home
| from
Colby college for the Easter vacation.
:

j
|

|!

!

j

“And

There X'asn’t the Slightest Smell
From Tead Rats

W'rites John Simpkins, farmer of AnnandaJc, N. J.
“Rats were costing me
hundreds yearly; tried dogs, ferrets, poison, could not get rid of them.
Bought
SI.00 pkg of RAT-SNAP (5 cakes). Used
half, not a live rat since. Dead ones
aplenty. I like RAT-SNAP because after
killing rats it dries them up—leaves no
smell,” Three sizes, 25c, 5(ic, $1.00 Sold
and guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Hall-Ellis Hardware Co., and City Drug
Store.

Sequoia

~

her first visit east for 26

years.

The buildings of Wm. Waterman were
destroyed March 28 by fire. All the household goods were saved. He has a wife
and four children.
School began in the Brainerd district

What is CASTORIA

March 29th, Miss Stella Sellers teacher.
The other schools in town with the exception of the Beech Hill begin April 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Elwell entertained
their friends and neighbors at a party
March 27th.
A very pleasant evening
and good time was enjoyed by all

e
Castoria
is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, Paregoric,
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its

age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arising
and
therefrom,
by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural
sleep.
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

present.
People are driving in wagons now, the
snow having mostly disappeared in the
roads.
It is almost impossible to get in
the woods, the snow being at least 3 feet
deep in most places.
Mr. and Mrs

harvard

Elwell enter-

tained a few friends one evening recently, the occasion being Mrs. Elwell’s
birthday. About 36 guests were present
and all reported a most enjoyable time.

GENUINE

to

Miss Bertha Jackson returned
26th to Conway, N. H.

March

badly sprained ankle.

Will Weed of Freedom

was a

In Use For Over 30 Years
The

week-end

guest of Wesley Tibbetts.
Vinal O. Weed was taken to the Eastern Maine State Hospital
March 25th
by J. J. Clement and O. W. Ripley.

Kind You Have Always Bought

Elijah Gay died March 27th after a
brief illness. He was one of our best
citizens and will be sadly missed by his
relatives and many friends.

“Found

Seven

■

in

Bin Nex

WALDO fc*o. in court of Probate, hr Id at
Belfast, in vacation, on the 11th day of Mr.
1920
Franklin P, Holbrook, administra;. of
the estate of Edwin C. Holbrook, la;
of
Brooks, in said County, deceased, having resented his first and final account of adn
tration of said estate for allowance.

Robert Woodruff says: “My premises
infested with rats. I tried RATon friend’s recommendation. Next
morning found seven dead rats in bin,
two near feed box, three in stall.
Found
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, t.’.rea
large number since. No smell from dead weeks successively, in The Republican
a
nal.
rats—RAT-SNAP dries them up.
newspaper published in Belfast, it.
,1
Best
thing I have ever used.” Tiiree sizes, I County, that all persons interested may a; •••„)
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfas
I
Sold
$1.00.
and
25c, 50c,
guaranteed by the 13th
day of
April next, and
A. A. Howes & Co., Hall-Edis Hardware
cause, if any they have, why the said ac ^ t
Co., and City Drug Store.
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. JudSNAP

Somerville, Mass. A well-liked citizen
of this city, who has suffered in the past,
writes the following to Dr. J. F. True &
Co.:
“I have taken all kinds of laxatives,
but none of it cleaned the poison from my
system as your Elixir—will know what
to use hereafter considering the effects it
had on me, as I feel splendid now—all my
system needed was a real cleaning which
only your Ebxir gave—other physics I
have taken merely passed through my
bowels.
(Name on request.)
Dr. True’s Elix ir has relieved thousands
of sufferers during the last 63 years.

A

PROBAIf NO) IfiS
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.

The sub-

scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
EBEN G. BABBIDGE, late of Islesboro,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, anti giver,

trator of the estate of Susan:; M. Holhr
late of Brooks, in said County, deceased,
ing presented his first and final accom
administration of said estate for allowai

loVER-EATING^

Kl'HOIDS

the new aid to better

and private account of executrix of
tate for allowance,

digestion.

weeks

SCOTT lb BOWNE
SCOTTS EMULSION

—^—i—IMr

smoked

a

better

price!

j

13th day of April next, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.

——19-1A

at any

; At a Probate Court held at Belfast, with
for the County of Waldo, in vacation,
17th day of March, A. D. 1920

es-

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the

Pleasant to take—effective. Let
Ki-maids help straighten out Jour
*.
digestive troubles.
MADE BY
MAKERS OF

said

;

j
|

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge,
Attest:

I

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

j

At a Probate Court neia at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
March, A, D. 1920.
Addie L. Carson of Belfast, administratrix
of the estate of Mary E. Staples, late of Belfast, in said County of W aldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that she may
be licensed to sell and convey at public or
private sale certain real estate belonging to
the estate of said deceased situated hiJBelfast,
in the County of W aldo, and d« scribed in ssid

I

j

Any Man
Country."

In

the

A certain instrument
purporting
(he last will and testament of Albina 1
late of Belmont, in said County of V
deceased, having been presented for
bate with petition praying that said v
allowed and that letters testamentary
to her, Fannie E. Hart, of Belfast, she
the executrix named therein.

Ordered, that notice be given to a I
interested by causing a copy o
order to be published three weeks
sively in the Republican J rnrnal, a nev\
published at Belfast, in said County, thu
may appear at a Probate Court, to be h
Belfast.within and for Baid County, on t
ond Tuesday of April next, at ten
clock before neon, ami show cause, if no
have, why the same should not be prove
proved and allowed and petition grant.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Ji.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson. Re,.
sons

petition.
In Court of Probate,
WALDO SS.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
on the 9th day of March, 1920
to all persons interested by causing a copy of *| Belfast,
R Beckett, administrator of the estate
this order to be published three weeks sucrad Becicett, late of Islesboro, in said
cessively in The Republican Journal, a news- I
deceased, having presented his first a:
paper published at Belfast, in said County, I account of
administration of said esta:
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
allowance.
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the 13th day of April, A. D. 1920, at ten of
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
a newspaper published in Belfast,
the
of
said
nal,
petitioner
prayer
they have, why
should not be granted.
County, that all persons interested may
at
a
l’rohate Court, to be held at Belt;
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
the 13th day of April next, and show
A true copy. Attest:
if any they have, why the said account
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Ju
within
ami
At a Probate t,ourt ftelci at Belfast,
Atruecipy. Attest:
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
E. Johnson, Regi
Chas.
15th day of March, A. D. 1920.

j

quality, and their expert blend
of choice Turkish and choice Domestic
tobaccos hand you a cigarette that will satisfy every smoke desire you ever expressed.
You will prefer this Camel blend to either
kind smoked straight!
Camels mellow-mildness will certainly

you. The “body” is all there, and
that smoothness! It’s a delight!

Go the limit with Camels! They will not
tire your taste. And, they leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste nor unpleasant
cigaretty odor!

ciga-

A. Ernest Hustus of Waterville, Maine, administrator of the estate of Ada B. Reynolds,
late of Burnham, in said County of Waldo.de
ceased, having presented a petition praying

At

rrohate Court held at

a

for the

County

March, A. D.

of
1920.

Waldo,

tielfast,
on the

wr

9th

Minerva D, Smith, widow of Pres'
and con ey at
Smith, late of Winterport, in said Ct i:
real estate bedeceased, hating presented a |
Waldo,
longing to the estate of said deceased, situat- praying that an allowance
may be mad
ed in Burnham, in the County of Waldo, and I out of the
personal estate of said deceit
described in said petition.
Ordered, that the said petitioner giv
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing it
to all persons interested by cuusing a copy of
this
order to be published three weeks
!
this order to he published three weeks succesin The Republican Journal, a new.
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper sively
at Belfast, in said County, th
published at Belfast, in said county, that they published
at a Probate Court, to b<
|
may
appear
to
be
held
at
may appear at n Probate Court,
Belfast, within and for said County, on the Belfast,within and for said County, on
of
April, A. I). 1920, at ten of th
13th day of April, A. D. 1920, at. ten of the day
before noon, and show cause, if any th
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
eh
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should why the prayer of sail petitioner
be granted.
not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Ju
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
A true copy.
Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E Johnson, Reg
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
may be licensed to sell
or private sale certain

that he

public

I
j

I

Elmer R. Elwell, administrator of the estate
of Ethel R. Elweli, late of Northport, in sai-.l
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
a petition praying that she may be licensed to
sell and convey at public or private sale certain real estate belonging to the estate of said
deceased, situated in Northporr, in the County
of Waldo, and described in said petition.

Whip

Johnson. Regi-

WALDO SS. in Court of I n flate, h
Belfast, in vacation, on the 11th da
March, 1920. Franklin P. Holbrook, ade

The suhEXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that she has he.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day
of March, A. D. 1920.

Can

Attest:
Chas. E.

copy.

-.

Just compare Camels with any
rette in the world at any price!

'He

true

Imagine a prescription actually lasting so
long—doctors come and doctors go, but bonds as the law directs. All persons having
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
Dr, True’s Elixir, The Family Laxative demands against the estate of said deceased weeks successively in The Republican Ji.uand Worm Expeller, which was given the are desired to present the same for settlement a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
ty, that all persons interested may attend
world by Dr. 'true, is as of old, the best and all indebted thereto are requested to make
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast.
friend to be found in your medicine closet. payment immediately.
13th day of April next, and show'
IVY L. BABBIDGE,
cause,
Symptoms of Worms: Constipation,
Uiey have, why the said account should
Islesboro, Me., March 9, 1929.
swollen upper lip, deranged stomach, sour
allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Jud.
stomach, offensive breath, hard and full
A true copy.
Attest:
EXECUTRIX’S NOTiucj. The subscriber
Chas. E. Johnson, Regis;
belly, Willi occasional gripings and pains hereby gives notice that she has been duly apabout (he navel, pale face or leaden tint, pointed executrix of the last will and testsWALDO Sri. in f ou t of Probate, h.
taimnt of
eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids,
Belfast,, in vacation on the 11th day of
itching o! the nose, itching of the rectum, SAMUEL G. DIaON, late of Lower Meriona
920. hi an kl in P H Ibrook, administra;
short dry cough, grinding of the
teeth, in the County of Montgomery, in the State of bonis nonof the estate of Emma P, H,. it
little red points sticking out on the tongue, Pennsylvania, deceased, and given bonds as late of Brooks, in said
County,deceased,
the law directs,
All person having demands presented his first and final account of
starting during sleep, slow fever.
No Harmful Drugs—Recommended by against the estate of said deceased are de- iatration of said estate for allowance.
Physicians. AT ALL DEALERS. Dr. sired to present the same for settlement and
Ordered, that notice thereof be given
all indebted thereto are requested to make
J. F. True <i Co., Auburn, Me.
weeks successively, in The Republican J.
payment immediately to my authorized agent, a
newspaper published in Belfast,
Robert F, Dunton of Belfast. Maine.
County, that all persons interested may
FANNIE G. DIXON.
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel
Lower Merio: Penn March 9, 1920.
the 13th day of April next, and show
if any they have, why the said account
H ie the root of nearly ail digestive
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
not be allowed.
evils, if your digestion is weak or
Belfast, in vacation, on the 22nd day of March,
ELLERY BOWDEN. Ju
1120
Nettie G. Sargent, formerly Whittum
out of kiker, better eat less and use
A true copy- Attest:
executrix of the will of Melvin M. Whittum,
Chas. E. Johnson, Regi<
late of Searsport. in said County, deceased,
having presented her first and final acc unt

I appeal to

|

Dead

were

A MASSACHUSETTS MAN GRATEFUL

CAMELS

:

Kats

Morning.”

CLEANED THE POISONS
FROM HIS SYSTEM

no man ever

L

ALWAYS

Mrs. Donna Jackson is suffering from

a

doughnuts—
cigarette

CASTORIA

CENTER MONTVILLE.

It’s dollars

an

men or ours, he takes a hand.
He’s
had them ail behaving mildly for quite

This is

A true copy.

on

“You mean among his own crew, of
course,” Bryce suggested.
"So, he’s in charge of the mad-traln,
and whether a fight starts among your

fast

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over thirty years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per*
(JZ-jC&ffl'/rtfjt* sonal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

*

“Do they fight, Mr. Cardigan?”
I might say usually.
It’s quite an inspiring sight to see a

it,"

business visitor in

Miss Phyllis Haley of Monroe visited
Miss Erma White recently.

“Frequently.

hour."
“How horrible!”
“Yes, Indeed. The right of way is
lined with empty whisky bottles."
Colonel Pennington spoke up. “We
don’t have any fighting on the madtrain any more,” he said blandly.
“Indeed! How do you prevent it?”
Bryce asked.
“My woods-boss, Jules Rondeau,
makes them keep the peace,” Pennington replied with a small smile. “If
there’s any fighting to be done, be does

a

Belfast,

drunk."

couple o/ lumberjacks going to it
a flat-car traveling
thirty miles

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

1 Whiting, teacher.
The stork arrived with a 7-pound baby
PROMINENT PHYSICIAN CONTINUES
boy at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
TO USE TANLAC IN PRACTICE
Johnson, March 27th.
WITH SURPRISING RESULTS.
| Services were held at the East North
port chapel by Rev. C. W. Martin on
March 28, the first time for many Weeks.
One of the strongest and most convincj
Mrs. Joseph Hussey of Castine spent a
evidences of the remarkable results few
ing
|1
days in town recently, the guest of
being accomplished by Tanlac throughout her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Mahoney.
the
of
number
is
letters
the
country
large
;
Mrs. George Crockett of Seattle, Wash.,
that are now being received daily from is
visiting relatives in Northportand Belscores of well-known men and women

they

are far less Independent
than
“We’ll call that a bet. Thank you.”
most
men and more readily handled.
She chuckled at his frank good huAnd
you don't have to pamper them—parmor.
“Thank you, Mr. Cardigan, for
all your kindness and thoughtfulness;
ticularly in the matter of food. Why,
Mr. Cardigan, with all due respect to
and if you will persist in being nice
to me. you might send George
your father, the way he feeds his men
Sea
Is simply ridiculous!
Otter and the car at one-thirty. I’ll
Cake and pie
and doughnuts at the same meal!"
be glad to avail myself of both until
I can get a car of my own sent up
“Well, Dad started In to feed his
from San Francisco. Till Wednesday
men the same food he fed
himself,
and I suppose the habits one forms in
night, then. Good bye.”
As Bryce Cardigan hung up, he youth are not readily changed in old
heaved a slight sigh.
It was difficult
age, Colonel.”
to get out of the habit of playing; he
“But that makes It hard for other
found himself the possessor of a very
manufacturers,” the Colonel protested.
great desire to close down the desk, “I feed my men good plain food aud
call on Shirley Sumner, and spend the plenty of it—quite better food
thau
remainder of the day basking in the they were used to before
they came to
sunlight of her presence.
this country;
hut I cannot seem to
Following his discovery of the out- satisfy them. Your respected parent
rage committed on his father’s sanctuIs the basis for comparison In
this
ary. Bryce wasted considerable valcountry, Cardigan, and I find It deviluable time and effort in a futile en- ish inconvenient.” He
laughed Induldeavor to gather some further hint
gently and passed his cigarette-case
of the identity of the vandals; but to
Bryce.
despairing at last, he dismissed the
“Uncle Seth always grows restless
matter from his mind, resolving
only when some other man is the leader,”
that on Thursday he would go up
Shirley volunteered with a mlschie
Into Pennington’s woods and interview
vous glance at
“Don’t
Pennington.
the
redoubtable
Jules
Itondeau. you, Nunky-dunk?”
natural
Bryce’s
Inclination
was
to
“I’m afraid I do,
the
my dear,"
wait upon M. Rondeau Immediately,
voionei admitted with nis best air of
If not sooner, but the recollection of
“I’m afraid T
his dinner engagement at the Penning- hearty expansiveness.
Mr. Cardigan, now that
ton home warned
him
to
proceed do. However,
incautiously; for while harboring no you have—at least, I have been so
apprehensions as to the outcome of a formed—taken over your father’s busipossible clash with Rondeau, Bryce ness, I am hoping we will be enabled
to get together on many little details
was not so optimistic as to believe he
and work them out on a common basis
would escape unscathed from an en
to our mutual advantage. We lumbercounter.
and not
*******
men should stand together
make it hard for each other. HowColonel Pennington’s pompons im“let’s not talk
ported British butler showed Bryce ever,” he concluded,
shop. I imagine we have enough of
Into the Pennington living room at
here
six-thirty, announcing him with due that during the day. Besides,
are the cocktails.”
ceremony. Shirley rose from the piano
With the disposal of the cocktails,
where she had been idly fingering the
the conversation drifted into a discuskeys and greeted him with every apsion of Shirley’s adventures with a
pearance of pleasure—following which,
The Colonel
salmon in Big lagoon.
she turned lo present her visitor to
discoursed learnedly on the superior
Colonel Pennington, who was standing
sport of muskellunge-fishing. which
in his favorite position with his back
prompted Bryce to enter into a descripto tlie fireplace.
tion of going after swordfish among
''Uncle Seth, this is Hr. Cardigan,
the islands of the Santa Barbara chanwho was so very nice to me the day
nel. “Once 1 was fishing at San-■”
I landed in Ited Bluff."
The butler appeared in the doorway
The Colonel bowed.
“I have to
and bowed to Shirley, announcing that
thank you, sir, for your courtesy to
dinner was served. The girl rose and
He haihassumed an air of
my niece.”
her arm to Bryce; with her other
of
distinct
aloofness, despite gave
reserve,
arm
linked through her uncle’s she
ins studied politeness.
turned toward the dining room.
“Tour niece, Colonel, is one of those
Just inside the entrance Bryce
fortunate beings the world will always
paused. The soft glow of the candles
clamor to serve.”
in the old-fashioned silver candleWhen
“Quite true, Mr. Cardigan.
sticks upon" the table was reflected in
she was quite a little girkl came untire polished walls of the room—walls
der her spell myself.”
formed of panels of the most ex“So did I,
Colonel. Miss Sumn ;r
quisitely
patterned redwood burl Bryce
has doubtless told you of our
first
I Cardigan had ever seen. Also the
meeting some twelve years ago.”
panels were unusually large.
“Quite so. May I offer you a
Shirley Sumner’s alert glance folcocktail, Mr. Cardigan?”
lowed Bryce’s as it swept around the
“Thank you, certainly. Dad and I
"This dining room is
Uncle
room.
have been pinning one on about this
Seth’s particular
delight, Mr. Carditime every night since my return."
gan," she explained.
“Shirley belongs to the Band of
“It. is very beautiful, Miss Sumner.
(lie
“She’s
Colonel
Hope,”
explained.
And your uncle has worked wonders
ready at any time to break a lance
in the matter of having it
polished.
will
we
with the Demon Bum.
So
Those panels are positively the largest
have to drink her share, Mr. Cardigan.
and most beautiful specimens of redPray be seated.”
wood burl ever turned out in this
The grain is not merely
Bryce seated himself. “Well, we
country.
lumbermen are a low lot and naturally
wavy; it Is not merely curly; It is
“I
fond of dissipation,” he agreed.
actually so contrary that you have
fear Miss Sumner’s prohibition tendenhere, Colonel Pennington, a room abcies will be still further strengthened
solutely unique, in that it is formed
of bird’s-eye burl. Mark
the
after she lias seen the mad-train.”
deep
shadows in it And how it does reflect
“What is that?". Shirley queried.
those candies!”
jue
imiu-irain
over
runs
your
de“It is beautiful,” the Colonel
uncle’s logging railroad into Township
to
clared. “And I must confess
a
nine, where Ids timber and ours is located. It is (he only train operated
pardonable pride in it, although the
task of keeping these walls from beon Sunday, and it leaves Sequoia at
ing marred by the furniture knocking
five p. m. to carry the Pennington and
against them requires the utmost
Cardigan crews hack to the woods
care.”
after their
celebration

ns

Richard Sheldon has been quite sick
with a cold.
Mr. George Huff of Fairfield has been
visiting his son, Mr. Merle Huff.
School in the Beech Hill District began Monday, March 29, Mrs. Harriet

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to ill persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
13th day of April, A» D, 1920, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

^Na0Ni

Regil>ter.

appointed executrix

of the last will

ai.

ment of
SARAH

(

I

ELLEN McDONALI), late of

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
All personbonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said d
are desired to present the same fo.
ment and all indebted thereto are requ
make payment immediately
FRANCES J. 1C
Belfast, March 9, 1920.

Expert Piano Till
LLOYD D.McKEEN
1 72

High*Street,
Phone 12B-4

Belfast,
46if

f

BROOKS.

DON’T
DESPAIR
K you

F. K. Roberts spent the
week-end with
relatives in Unity.
Miss Bertha Ryan is at work
for Mrs.
Sherman in South Brooks.
Harlan Pattershall spent the
end with his parents in Belfast

troubled with pains or
feel tired; have headache,

are

^.v,eS;

week-

of urine, you will find relief in

Miss Isabel McAndlass spent several

Mrs. Glenys Arey of Thorndike visited
her cousin, Mrs. Pearl Crockett, recently.

kidney,

H
t'»r

and

Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Guaranteed.
es, all druggists.
the name Gold Medal on every box
and accept

George Jones, who has been very ill
with the grip, is able to be out of doors.
Mrs. H. J. Hamlin has been the guest
of relatives in Camden for several days.

imitation

turned and his brown eyes
•o the Colonel's.
“Where did
~-d in finding such a marvelhe queried pointedly. “I
hut one tree in
Humboldt
;it could have produced such
hurl.”
it a second Colonel Penning-

There was just

a

ness

in the

Harold

same

E.

of

Bachelder

Jackson,

their backs and get
uiitry when you least ex1 dare say it would be a
on if Rondeau did that.”
uo mistaking the veiled
d that apparently innocent
and the
Colonel, being
re than ordinary astuted that at last
lie
must
unis on the table. “Yes,”
mid lie rather disappoint", I pay Rondeau
rather
it is customary
to
pay
■; so I imagine he'll stay—
'■nurse, somebody takes a
him out of tlie country,
it happens, I want to be
view the spectacle.”
ikied a modicum of salt
’’I'm going up into Townmorrow
afternoon,” lie
“I think I shall
-ualiy.
uir camp and pay the in•lules a brief visit.”
colonel assimilated the
on

a

LEONARD WOOD.

Howard Hamm, who has been spending the winter with Asa H. Jones and
family, went to Unity March 27 to visit

■

his son before going back to his home in
Fairfield.
Pr. W. L West of Belfast is opening a
sales stable at the Merton Fogg place
and will have on hand at all times both
heavy and light horses, harnesses, collars, etc. See advt.

KNOX.
a

Nate Davis is working in Hartland for
while.

Irving Raven is working for J. F. Bryantin the mill.
Elmer Bryant spent the week-end with
friends in Burnham.

■

Miss Ida Bailey is working for Mrs. J.
C. Durham of Belfast.
Mrs. Mary Eastman was
of Mrs Annie B. Aborn.

■

anything once," Bryce reequal good nature. “Howsteal him from
from him
cured this burl.”
ain't tell you.”
I'm a persuasive little
I choose to exert myself.”
want

:

to

to

ascertain

is not communicative. He
of

s

persuading.”
'■ious soup!” Bryce luurv.
“Miss Sumner, may i

■her?”

passed pleasantly ; the
d defiance between guest
i been so skillfully and
xihangril that Shirley
lightest suspicion that
ll-groomed men had. unnose, as it wore, agreed

■r

\

i

■

anil

s

tnen, lor the time

I heir attention to other
ding matters. A sprightly
conversation continued
Then the Colonel, secreti the calm, mocking, conslances which Bryce ever
stowed upon him, and unto convince himself that
apprehensive—that this
man

:

knew

nothing

and
knew

■thing even if he
pleaded the necessity

rose,

papers, and bade
he
Foolishly
■(1-night.
! Brvce a limp hand; and
a
evlltry taking possession of
he squeezed it with a simple,
■neatness, the while he said:
over some

v

I

Bennington, I hope I do
you that my visit
evening hns not only been
'•at—er—instructive. Goodend pleasant dreams.”

to assure

■ulty the Colonel suppressHowever, he was not the
who suffers in silence;
later the butler, leaning
isters ns his master climbto his library, heard the
with an eloquence that

irs

rly appealing.
\

o

be Continued.1

''ANY ESPECIALLY NEED.
11

'n

1

it

days of strain and stress,
worry, many people become
"is, dyspeptic, in a word, all
I heir condition calls
especiai-

hut iron in a form in which
to take, agreeable to the
'■asily assimilated and non-con1
Iron is combined in this form
Gory, pepsin and other tonics
es in Peptiron, a
real iron
h is accompli'hing a great
'■'ring health and strength,
v
18°r and vim.
■'dispensable to the perfect nu11 ;he
body. Peptiron supplies it
I'eutic doses, and in a remark,r; tl,ne seems to make a new and
working system out of an old
'hen-down one, enriching the
"8 good color
to the lips,
1
ears, and brightening the
1
”1"iron is a product of the C. I.
Bid is sold by all druggists.
1

"d

j

Wood Against Field.
"It is a case of Wood against the field,"
Schools in town are to begin April 13,
said Congressman Norman J. Gould,
if roads are suitable, if not, they’ will beeastern manager of General Wood’s
gin the 20th.
campaign. “General AA'ood has a comThe many friends of Verna Wentworth
lead because of the great
Ams'en extend congratulations and best manding
amount of personal, volunteer work
wishes for a happy future.
done by his friends and admirers beS. H. Hudson, whose house was burned
fore the campaign committee came into
Stantial
in January, has bought the
existence. The support General AA’ood
house and will use the material to build
Is receiving from voters all over the
a house on his farm.
country clearly indicates that they
B. O. Norton sold a fine registered Holwill instruct their delegates to vote
stein bull nine months old to Searsport
Mr.
for
him in the convention and that the
parties for one hundred dollars.
Norton has some very line stock on his
number of delegates so instructed will
farm of which he is justly proud.
be sufficient to give General AA’ood the
nomination.
The build ngs of Mrs. Sara J. Boulter
There will be 98-1 votes
20th
March
fire
were totally destroyed by
In the convention. General AA’ood will
with most of her household goods and 21
have 300 pledged delegates when the
hens.
The exact cause of the fire is unconvention opens, and will need only
known. It started in a small building
183 more to get the nomination.”
Much sympathy is felt
used as a barn.
Following General AATood’s victory in
for Mrs. Boulter as she had just got her
New Hampshire, the first state In the
house built and partly finished.
Union to hold a primary for the selection of delegates. Congressman AV. AV.
SANDYPOINT.
Lufkin, who is directing AA’ood’s campaign in Massachusetts, said a careful
Mrs. Sarah Clifford is in Waterville
canvass of New England showed pracfor a visit.
state in that section would
Mrs. P. L. Bates was in Bangor two tically every
support the general by sending deledays recently.
gates to the convention pledged to his
A number of men from here are emnomination.
Governor
Miliken
of
ployed at Cape Jellison.
Maine
personally assured General
Mrs. Luke Chaisson has gone to South
Wood In Boston, recently, that that
Orrington to teach school.
slate was solidly for him.
robins
several
and
A flock of wild geese
Mr. Hitchcock's affiliating himself
were seen here March 23d.
actively with the Wood campaign has
Miss Bernice Alley of Prospect is the
brought strong support from the South
guest of S. M. Grant and family.
for the general. Mr. Hitchcock has a
Miss Florence Harriman, a student at
host of friends and admirers in the
Bangor High school, is at home for the South and they have been writing him
vacation.
many letters of congratulation on joinLawrence Perkins and Ellery Perkins
ing Wood and assuring him that the
arrived recently from Bath, where they
general will have many, if not all, of
have been employed.
the Southern delegations in the conMrs. Laura B. Crocker returned March
vention with him.
2gth from the Narrows, where she had
Announcement is made by the Wood
been for several days with Mr. and Mrs.
managers that they will put up an acCharles Crocker.
tive fight for delegates in Ohio against
Senator Harding and in Illinois against
HALLDALE
Governor Lowden.
William Cooper
Procter, national campaign manager
fast
but
there
is
is
yet
going
The snow
for General Wood, has issued an unenough to last a long time.
qualified denial that either General
is
from
Augusta
helping Wood or
Miss Dickson
anyone connected with his
Newell White in the printing office.
candidacy will attempt to unseat Will
Mr. and Mrs. Clark from Bangor aie Hays as chairman of the Republican
holding meetings in the church here.
National Committee after the national
Stanley Stevens was home from the U. convention. This statement is official
of M. during vacation. He returned Mar.
and is made in reply to baseless stories
’
27 th..
circulated by General Wood’s oppoThere is scarcely a farmer who succeed- nents for the obvious purpose of stired in getting any wood to the door, the
ring up trouble between the chairman
snow was so deep.
ei the Republican National CommlttM
Two robins were seen hopping around and General Wood.
They made a mistake in relast week.
turning north quite so early.

pocketbook.

sale ot any
years and have the largest
medicine in the world!

Millions

AT REASONABLE RATES.

’J1,!s

a,'d all kinds of cotton and
8°ods. For particulars address

I

_

_

»

cockerels.

sftfe

BeecHpillS

Sold cTcrywliOTO.

In boxo*. 10c.. 2Sc.

Prices to fit your
Also a few good

COLEMAN

1

ALGOLA PILLS
Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

Field

utlMiySO

&Quimby
AGENTS

OF

THE

WHEAT

for

BELFAST,

MAINE.

National Fire Insurance Company
Assets December

Better tell your grocer—WILLIAM TELL
See how much better it really is.

SWAN-WHITTEN

U.

S.

Branch of the

of Norwich,

Society 1j

England.

December 31, 1919.
0 00
Real estate.$
0 00
Mortgage loans
0 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 3,711.756 26
27
bank.
514,704
Cash in office and
780,594 66
Agents’ balance,.

941 40
38,852 19
43 920 89

Bills receivable
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

assets.$ 6,090.269 67
Deduct items not admitted.
358,326 54
Gross

Admitted assets.$ 4,731,943 13
Liabilities December 31, 1919.

456,1 i7

40

2.734.367 97
150,072 15
200,000 00

1,191,386

Agent’s balance.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

98
3,057.711 26
375
81
2,724
230,217 44
218/617 19
0 00

Gross assets.$24,744,197 68
Deduct items not admitted.
20,234 08

Admitted assets.$24,723,963 €0
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$ 1,720,245 48
Unearned premiums. 13,460.834 81
All other liabilities.
1,505,696 £6
Cash capital. 2 000.000 00
over
all
liabilities.
6,087.186 75
Surplus
Total liabilities and

surplus.$24,72J,963 60
3wl4

Westchester Fire Insurance

Company

ICO William Street, New York.
Assets December 31, 1919.

Gross

69
430,182 48

Admitted assets.$9,408,912 21
Liabilities December 31, 1919.

unpaid losses.$ 885,731

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total

Admitted assets.$5,287,137 91
Liabilities December 31, 1919,
Net unpaid losses. .$ 659.705 00
Unearned premiums. 4,097,475 58
All other liabilities.
139,634 66
Cash capital,.
0 00
Surplus over all liabilities
1,"90 322 67
Total liabilities and

surplus.$6,287,137
James Pattec & Son, Agents, Belfast.

Company.

Real

December 81,

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds (Actual Market
Value Dec. 31, 1719)
Cash in office and bank.
Agent's balance.
Dills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross

Admitted

33,643.808 75

2,493,901
2,434,311

63
65

187,664 50
152,302 45
0 00

Admitted assets.$39,624,376 24
Liabilities December 31, 1919
.$ 1.614,909 21
Net unpaid losseB.

14.864,827

66

1,889.815 08
10,000,000 00

11,364,824

29

liabilities and surplus. .,.$39,624,376 24

Insurance

Company.

December 3l, 1919.
Real estate. $1,005,788 40
483,(00 00
Mortgage loans.
84,500 00
Collateral loans..
Assets

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

Agent’s balance.
Rills receivable.

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

04
5,551,055 48
252,789 11
1,000,(00 00
1,719.336 58

liabilities and surplus.$9,408.912 21

Phenix Mutual fire Insurance Co.,

88,757,143

36
4,352.722 16
7,324 206 16
28,266 96
419,027 72
2£ 5,030 09

Concord, N. H.
Assets

Gross assets.$52,709,684 85
Deduct items not admitted. 2,119,199 52
Admitted assets...$50,590.485 38
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses......$ 2,912,762 64
Unearned premiums. 25 548,915 29
All other liabilities.

Total liabilities and

surplus... .$54 595,060 31
3wl3

Home

None
None

7,540 00
118,235 60

Dr. A. M.

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Builcing

All other assets.,.

27tf

Sale

Low price second nand parlor
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEV.

CHICHESTER S PILUS
K run in lieu bdu uoiu

A

meiaiuciw#

H boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. \ f
*1 Take no other. Buy of your ^
f Draiilit. Ask for € I U-Circs-TEB fl
r DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for aS
years known as Best, Safest,Always Reliable

of Hartford, Conn.,
On the 31st day of December, 1919, made
to the State of- Maine.

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

37

6,140 22

....

Interest and rents.

TELEPHONE 336-3

For

887,657 66
175,725 64

Gross assets.$36,412,311 59
Deduct items not admitted. 1.394,158 82
Admitted assets.$35,018,152 77
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.,.$ 4,749,903 10
j Unearned
premiums. 14,166,099 68
I All other liabilities. 1,250 266 89
I Capital deposit. 4,000.000 00
| Surplus over all liabilities. 10,861,888 10
Total liabilities snd surplus....$86,018,162 77

Albert E. Andrews
Real Estate-Timberlands
WITH CHAPIN

R33M3

Surplus

for

policyholders,$ 15,705,995

47

Losses paid in 101 years. 183,579,930 02

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORIA

033

AGENCY
FEU.3W3’ 3L33K
tf30

Singer Sewing Machine
in good condition at reasonable price.
Apply at No. 9 Commercial Street.

WANTEDPoultry.
R. d. MAYO.
39-3

t7f

Second Hand Goods
I am closing out my stock of
antique and second hand goods and
invite anyone interested to call and
inspect same at 23 Washington St.

f MRS.

Hartford, Connecticut.

Real estate,

5

Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and hank,

Agent’s balance,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

0

00

375,999 97
20,000 00
4,202,360 62
245,733 32
1,041,497 01
0 00

55,278 83
0 00

.$5,940,874 75

admitted,

Admitted assets,

59 611 21

$5,881,263

54

Liabilities, December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 650,816 16
Unearned premiums,
3,300,325 22
All other liabilities,
504,360 22
Cash capital,
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
425,761 94
Total liabilities and surplus, $5,881,263 54
3wl3

United States Fire Insurance Co.,
New York.
Assets December 31, 1919.
Real estate,
$
44,400 00
Mortgage loans,
523,266 67
Collateral loans,
3,000 00
Stocks and bonds,
8,034,715 00
Cash in office and bank,
693,862 56
Agent’s balance,
1,255,005 63
Bills receivable,
78,655 60
Interest and rents,
29,256 99
All other assets,
39,559 00
'■

Gross assets,
$10,701,721 45
Deduct items not admitted,
12,627 41
Admitted assets,
$10,689,094 04
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses,
$
945,001 00
Unearned premiums,
5,248,191 12
All other liabilities,
182,697 74
Cash capital,
1,406,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
2,912,904 18
Total liabilities and surplus,$10,689,094 04
3wl3

Assets

rhiladelpitia

December 31, 1919.

Real

estate.$ 638.528 14
Mortgage loans.
8,107 961 66

Collateral loans.
SU cka and bonds..
Cash in office and bank.

8,697.399 37

Agent’s balance.

1,462 866 85

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

HO 225 01)

1.297,963

41

None

166,941

91

33,905 21

Gross assets.$15,485,794 55
Deduct items not admitted.
546 959 62

Admitted assets.$14,938,834 93
^Liabilities December 31. 1919,
Net unpaid losses.$
907.151 48
Unearned premiums. 8,497,197 89
All other liabilities
348,992 55
Cash capital.
1.000.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 4,185,493 01
..

Shoats for Sale.

6tf

49

Assets December 31, 1919.

Fire Association ot

For Sale

Live

surplus,5170,579,918

Indemnity Company

700 Main Street,

FARM

Telephone 16-12

Aggregate, iucluding capital

and surplus,
$37,114,626 40
Note—The security valuations on wUichJthis
statement is based are those fixed by the Insurance Commissioners.

6-7

I he Travellers

Lothrop

THE DIAMOND BRAND.

statement of the

Incorporated 1819.
Commenced Business 1819.
0 00
381 60 Wm. B. Clark, President.
Interest and rents.
Guy E. Beardsley, secretary.
All other assets.
83,575 91
Capital paid up in cash, $5,000,000.
Admitted assets...$ 242,488 90
Assets December 31, 1919.
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Real estate,
$
410,000 00
Net unpaid losses...
1,143 02
$
29,323,465 91
Unearned premiums.
29,664 79 Stocks and bonds,
Loans on collateral,
5,650 00
634 84
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
100.000 00 Cash in office and bank,
3,109,768 53
Surplus over all liabilities. 111,046 25 Cash in hands of agents and
injtransit,
s 3,833,140 68
Total liabilities and surplus.$ 242,48890 Accrued
interest,
187,676 34
Bills receivable,
33,588 78
Insurance Company of North America. Other at mitted assets,
211,336 16
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Total assets,
$37,114,626 40
Assets December 81,1919.
Real estate..$
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
244,296 01
171,024 25 Net
Mortgage loans.
$ 2,451,129 59
unpaid losses,
Collateral loans.
0 00
17,457,501 34
Stocks and bonds.
27,496.699 03 Unearned premiums,
Cash in office and bank. 3.781,357 13 All other liabilities,
1,500,000 00
Agents’ balances. 4,153,172 41 Cash capital,
5,000,000 00
Bills receivable.
62,379 66 Surplus over all liabilities, 10,705,995 47
26,615

Employment

“CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?”
If so, you can obtain pleasant, easy and
well-paid work making braided rugs for
us right in your own home.
When writing for further particulars, send a small
to
show
the
mat
sample
quality of braid
ing and sewing you are capable of doing.
P1NK.HAM ASSOCIATES, INC.,
302 Washington Ave., Portland, Me.
6m49

AETNA INSURANCE COMPANY

December 31, 1919.

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral 1 Jans.$
Slocks and bonds.
Cach in office and bank.
Agent’s balance.
Rills receivable.

8,000,000 00

Total liabilities and surplus.$50,590,485 33

of|the annual

31

December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses.$ 3 677,019 00
Unearned premiums. 27.092,838 0J
All other liabilities.
1,999.236 99
Cash capital. 6 000,< 00 00
Surplus over all liahilitias. 15,825 966 32

Cash capital,. 4.000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 15,128,807 40

Abstract

assets.$54,595,060

Liabilities

105,872 74

Deduct items not admitted.

Total

6.033,879
295,896

0 ^0

assets.$39,730,248 98

Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

5.738,900

48
64
80

Agent’s balance.

Admitted assets,
5170,579,918 49
Liabilities December 31, 1919.
Net unpaid losses,
S 1,389,134 10
Unearned premiums,
211,711 55
All other liabilities,
153,781,220 39
Cash capital,
6,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
9,197,852 45
3wl3

Assets December 31, 1919.
Mortgage loans.$
5,500 00
43,520,883 39

All other assets.

Gross assets,
5171,298,204 83
Deduct items not admitted,
718,286 34

Total liabilities and

Company,

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and b.»nk.

695,000 00
123,200 00

estate.$

SI

3wl3

assets.$9,839,094

Deduct items not admitted.

Net

i

61

1919.

Company

31, 1919
Hartford, Connecticut.
!
Real estate.$ 180,000 00
Assets
December 31, 1919.
0 00
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans
0 00
Real estate,
5 5,335,277 93
Stocks ana bonds. 5,269,318 61
Mortgage loans,
43,309,622 15
Cash in office and bank.
311,159 02 Collateral
loans,
732,278 75
Agent’s balance.
940,106 53
Stocks
and
Bills receivable.
bonds,
88,375,539 00
0 CO
Cash in office and bank,
Interest and rents..
84 259 26
7,081,942 11
All other assets.
47,451 18 Agent’s balance,
60,148 00
Bills receivable,
6,696 64
Gross assets.$6,832,294 60
Interest and rents,
2,279,072 62
Deduct items not admitted.
545,156 69 All other assets,
24,117,627 63

New York.

Assets

lhe Travelers Insurance

December

The Home Insurance

Hartford Fire

Real estate.$
6,876 00
98,660 00
Mortgage loans.
0 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.. 7,798.756 60
Cash in office and bank. 1,036.348 20
Agent’s balances. 754,702 27
0 00
Bills receivable.
57,197 31
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
87,554 41

Assets,

Total liabilities and surplus.$ 4,731,94? 13

80 Maiden Lane, New York.

16,390,025

COMPANY

U. S. Branch Min insurance Office

Norwich Union Fire Insurance
limited.

Real

Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.

Tell mill is

world.
We go into the fields themselves
and pick just what we want—the
very best of the season’s crop.
And you see the result in a bigger
loaf and a more delicious flavor
when you bake with William
Tell.

81, 1919,

estate.$ 628,700 00
Mortgage loan*. 1,499,660 00
Collateral loans.
;.0 00

to the fields to

big William

The

The Continental Insurance

of Hartford.

right

right in the heart of the richest
wheat-growing country in the

Net unpaid losses.,.$
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

General Insurance

SHELDON,
20 Condon Street,
Belfast.
I
Tel246-12

go

Assets

in time the

bred to lay.

BEECHAM’S
or a success.
PILLS have been made for sixty

we

get it.

Spring Dresses

I am showing a splendid line of dresses
for children from 2 to 14 years. Middies
from 6 to 14 years. Prices reasonable.
G. E. HALL,
Church Street, next to Bank.

place to get
for
hatching from hens
eggs

Just

A man at sixty
years of age is
either a failure

use

New

FOUND

pwhy?

-

Dyeing

w., CITYPOINT, MAINE.

recent guest

The roads are in very bad condition,
being almost impassable in many places.
Mrs. Myra Bryant, who has been in
Unity the past year, has returned home.
The annual meeting of the Half Moon
Telephone Co. was held in Thorndike
March 29th.
Mrs. Abbie Penney and Mrs. A. S.
Bailey were recent callers at Mrs. Josie
Holbrook’s.

dissemble. “Oh,
■: 1
him from me, Cardl,-bed. "I warn you in adre yourself the effort.”
erred to

:

a

months ago. the “Wood for President”
movement lias spread throughout the
country and there is a nation-wide demand for him as the next occupant of
the While House to pilot the country
through the trying days of readjustment which lie ahead.
General Wood's campaign managers
are daily in receipt of the most gratifying reports from the thirty-five or
more states in which there are flourishing and constantly increasing Leonard
Wood Leagues.
The movement is
spreading so rapidly that General
Wood’s managers are working night
and day to keep up with it. Not only
are the states in which there are Wood
organizations bubbling with enthusiasm over his prospective nomination,
hut from the native states of favorite
sons, who are opposing General Wood,
there continue to come the strongest
and most sincere assurances that he is
the popular choice of a majority of the
voters. All the indications are that the
people throughout the nation intend
commandeering him as their leader in
the White House because of his remarkable record ns an executive, his
marvelous powers as an administrator,
abundantly shown in Cuba, the Philippines and during the world war, and
because of his frank and fearless stand
on the paramount issues of the
day.

and

There are scores of people who drag
out a miserable existence without realizing the cause of their suffering. Day
after day they are racked with backache
and headache; suffer from nervousness,
dizziness, weakness, languor and depression.
Perhaps the kidneys have fallen
behind in their work of filtering the blood
and that may be the root of the trouble.
Look to your kidneys, assist them in their
work—give them the help they need. You
can use no more highly
recommended
remedy than Doan’s Kidney Pills—endorsed by people all over the country and
by your neighbors in Belfast.
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue,
Belfast, says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills did
me a world of good when I suffered from
kidney trouble. They cured me of this
complaint and during the past few years
I have had no more trouble from my kidI have previously recommended
neys.
Doan’s Kidney Pills and what I said in
my former statement holds good today.”
Price 60c. at aii dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Wallace
had.
Foster-Milburn Company, Mfgrs.
Buffalo, N. Y.

j

store.

graduate of B. H. S. ’19, left March 2<5th
for Kennebago, Me., where he has a position teaching school.

usually too good to
d quite frequently they put

;

Many Belfast People In Poor Health Without Knowing the Cause.

John W. Hobbs, Sr., has purchased the
pool tables and confectionery business of
Leroy E. Godding and will continue busi-

trace

as

are

nkeis

WHAT'S THE REASON?

Mrs. Lillian Small and Mrs. Grace
Tasker of Belfast were business callers
in town March 24th.

Mrs. Laura Jacobs of Allston, Mass.,
visited her niece a few days, being called
here by the death of her sister, Mrs.
Affie Thompson.

he drew
■hair and Held it for her.
fortunate to have sucli a
in
your
employ. Such
vs

Miss Laura York of New York is the
guest of Mrs. Hannah Small for a few
weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Emery Merrithew of
Belfast were the guests of her mother,
Mrs. Mary Lancaster, March 27.

my woods boss, knew I
lookout for something
mething nobody else could
kept his eyes open."

Bryce’s tones

on treatment of Horse*, Cows,
Sheep, Dog* and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines, 156 William St. N. Y.

few

Dr. John Hamm ot Belfast was in
town March 27 to at' end the funeral of
his sister, Mrs. Affie Thompson.

n,

PICK

We want

William Tell
Flour

SICK STOCK
BOOK

Mrs. Julia Rand and children of Bangor are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred H. Biown, and family.

..v, f I y.

the dealer has.

156 William Street. New York.

Miss Florence Holmes of Monroe spent
several days recently with her uncle,
Chas. Jenkens, and family.

Bryce’s glance unwaveringly;
nd something in his guest’s
l.ls glance
shifted, while
benign countenance a flush
licldy. Bryce noted it, and
roused suspicions were ns
idled into certainty. “Where
nd that tree?” he repeater!

in

a

THE

Hnmphreyfl* Homeo. Medicine Company

From an humble, Informal beginning
the minds of a few of General

Wood’s friends and admirers

In the market you

you want.

take what

lage.

Continued from Page 6)

■

in

The many friends of Charles H. Roberts were glad to see him out to the vil-

of The Giants

Valley

1 hr

no

apples

Send Free Sample of Ointment to

campaign for the presidential nomination on the Republican ticket is gathering strength and momentum more rapidly than even his most ardent supporters believed would be possible tide
far in advance of the National Convention, June 8.

Messrs. W. S. Jones and E. L. Toner
were business callers in Bangor recently.
M's standard remedy for
Mer and uric acid troubles

In the orchard you PICK the kind of

New York.—General Leonard Wood’*

days with friends in Belfast last week.

yb:

(COMPOUND)
For Piles op Hemorrhoids.
External or Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists

Presidential Nomination.

Miss Margaret Sargent of Monroe
was
the week-end guest of friends in town.

COLD MEDAL

WITCH HAZE OINTMENT

Support Coming From All Sec*
tions of the Country for His

Miss Pearl Gilchrest of Knox was
the
guest of Miss Ruth Ames recently.

^dieest !o:!, insomnia; painful pass-

HUMPHREYS?

BI6 STRIDES IN
WOODCAMPAIGN

W. H. COOMBS.

Total

liabilities and suridus_$14 938 814 93
3wl3

SURETY
BONDS
Why ask your frieiids to take the risk?
Let the National Surety Co. bond you.
CHARLES S. TAYLOR, Local Agent,
Hayford Block, Belfast, Maine,

ST0CKT0NJ5PR1NGS

“The Fisherman”

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gerrish both attended the convention in Bangor last
week.

is the “Mark of Supremacy**
which for nearly five decades
has marked the fame of

George C. Fletcher was out for a short
trip in his auto last Thursday and again
on Sunday.
For the benefit of the citizens of the
town, the assessors were in their office
Monday, April 5th.

scorn
EMULSION

The Current Events Club will hold its
next meeting April 14th, with Mrs.
George C. Fletcher.

29th.
Charles N. Taylor of Wellesley, Mass.,
treasurer of the Stockton Yard, Incorporated, made a business trip to town
last week.

—

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat returned
from Bangor Wednesday night of last
week.
Both attended the Democratic
convention.

Fisherman.** Buy Scott's!

Mrs. Eleanor B. Colcord left by train
last Saturday to visit her sisters, Mrs.
Lewis H. Winship and Mrs. George Robnson in Augusta.

The Norwegian cod-liver oil used
in Scott’s Emulsion is super-refined
in our own American Laboratories.
Its purity and duality is unsurpassed.

Mrs. Stella Young, who has been with
Mrs. Angie Mudgett for several months,
returned to her home in Winterport Saturday afternoon.

19-35

a

pastorate.

John Loon has been at work for Daniel
Plummer for the past few weeks loading
hay and potatoes.
Miss Avis Jenkins of Monroe has been
visiting her uncle, Charles Jenkins and
family a few days.
Mrs. Hattie Ryder and daughter Evea few days last week with
relatives in Belfast..

Way

lyn, spent

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hamlin entertained a party at whist last Thursday
evening at their new home.

The stork visited the home of Mr. and
Mrs. E. G. Cox Monday, and left a 10-lb.
Mrs. Susie Edwards of Jackson is
boy.
caring for Mrs. Cox.

1S1THE IDEAL WAY TO WASH

The Misses Gertrude and Hazel Jenkins spent a few days last week with
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Jenkins and family of Monroe.
There was the usual crowd at CrockThe big
ett’s Theatre Saturday night.
5 reel picture, “After His Own Heart,”
was
shown.
Hale
featuring
Hamilton,

merely dust and soot held by some kind of
a greasy binder—oil from the skin, the natural oil
of a fabric or foreign grease from spots dropped
at the table or gathered from other sources.
Dirt is

<

on

the

The grade schools began Monday after
Easter recess of two weeks.

Harold Griffin has returned from
Waldo County Hospital and was at
corner” for the first lime Saturday.
gave every indication of his recent

an

County Commissioner F. I. Mortland is
ill at his home on Mortland Road.
Mrs. Jack Croce has returned from
visit with relatives in Skowhegan.

the
the
He
ill-

ness.

a

The first jitney of the season between
Stockton Springs and Belfast ran March
31st and since that time has continued
to make its usual four trips per day, until
Monday the roads prohibited it.

Richard and Fred Swift left Thursday
on a business trip to Rockland and Thomaston.
Mrs. Leslie Conary of Camden was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Calvin Stinson,

sachusetts where he has employment)
Mr. Harry Peavey has leased his poo.
room and will continue the business in
c onnection with the barber shop.

The mission of soap is to dissolve this greasy
binder, thereby releasing the dust particles, which
sift out of the fabrics and restore clothes to
cleanliness.

Miss Ethel Cochrane, teacher in the
lower school here, is spending a three
weeks’ vacation at her home in Frankfort. She was accompanied by Miss Zenaide Grant who will spend the vacation
with her.

principle of washing is to force the soap and
water through the cloth in order to reach and
The

Masters Edwin and Earle McKeen of

Derby arrived March 24th to visit their
cousin. Master James McKeen. They

recently.
John Sweetser, who has been employed in Boston for several months, arrived
home Saturday.

have lived in town for several years and
glad to return to their former home.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

are

Capt. Charles Cole, now of Camden
Miss Cecelia Kellier has been the guest and formerly of this
place, was the guest
recently of Mr. and Mrs. Elden Harriman of his daughter and husband, Mr. and
on Mortland Road.
Mrs. Raymond Smith, last week, leaving
Warren Gray shipped in the steamer early this week in command of a schooner
for Camden.
Lake Harney from Cape Jellison for Phil
adelphia last week.
The first thunder storm of the season
Rain began falling
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist church occurred Monday.
will meet this, Thursday, aiterncon at early in the afternoon, coming in deluges
by times and continuing all the evening
the home of Mrs. George Towle.
accompanied by very vivid lightning and
Frank Cleaves, who has been confined quite heavy peals of thunder.
to

Rev. Frank TimpeTley and family have
moved to Jackman where be baa accepted

Dell Dodge exchanged a pair of his
heavy work horses for a pair of Canadian
are
horses of Dr. West of Belfast, whic
Mrs. Isaac Littlefield received a lot of being shown at the stable of Merton L.
new millinery the past week which she
Fogg.
is displaying at her room, formerly Mrs.
John W. Hobbs, Sr., has gone to MasE. J. Prescott’s millinery store.

SEARSPORT.
C. L. Foster sailed as engineer
steamer Ripogenus, Saturday.

boarding at

Mrs. Lena Jones has been confined to
Principal Oscar Smith and his wife are the house for several days with a bad atreceiving congratulations upon the arriv- tack oFasthma.
al of a little seven pound girl on March

When you need a tonic to help
put you on your feet again
you will want Scott's that is
known around the globe
the highest known type of
purity and goodness in food
or medicine. Look for “The

Scott &Bowne. Bloomfield, N.J.

at«t be M. C. R. R. station, is
M rs. Eva Gould’s.

his home since Feb. 16th with a broken
on the street again.

There was an Easter service at the
schoolhouse last Sunday, Mr. Boorn being able to reach here lor the first time
in many weeks. It is expected that the
service next Sunday will be holden at
the church, weather and roads permit-

leg, is able to be

Mrs. Fred Vincent, who has been very
ill for several weeks in a Portland hospital, has arrived home and is gaining.

Sympathy is extended to Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Swift in the loss of their twin
babies, a boy and girl, born two weeks

ting,

Arthur Colcord, who has been caulkon the new schooner at
Belfast, finished the job and returned home Friday.
His family returned Saturday from a
visit of several weeks with relatives in
Eastport, Mrs. Colcord’s former home.

ago.

Signature of
BORN
ELLIS. In Waterville, April 2, to Mr.
and Mrs. Otis W. Ellis, formerly of Belfast, twins, a son and a daughter.
Folsom. In Troy, March 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Folsom, a laughter, Eileen

Virginia.
GREER. In Belmont, March 31, to Mr
and Mrs. Harry Greer, twin daughters.
PAGE. In Bucksport, April 2, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry C. Page, a son, Robert
Homer.
MARRIED.

ing

Rev. and Mrs. N. F. Atwood left Wednesday, March 31st, for Cape Cod, Mass.,
where they v ere called by"Mr. Atwood’s
father.

We clip the following from the Bangor
Capt. B. F. Coicord attended the meeting of the Republican State committee in News of April 5th: “A. P. Lane of Bosto
Searsport ! ton, traffic manager of the Great NortlrAugusta Friday, returning
Saturday.
! ern Paper Co., was in town Wednesday
in connection with the heavy shipments
Mrs. George Lovett and son Leon re- j
of paper from Cape Jellison now going
turned to their home in Bangor Friday |

on.
He is an ardent supporter of water
transportation and of this town which is
; indebted to him for many direct and instudent direct benefits,11

after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
Whitcomb.

dissolve all the grease spots.
The washboard does not cleanse by the friction of
rubbing; it is merely in helping to force the soap
and water through the fabric that it is effective.
Yet, one does not use the washboard for fragile
things-one only souses them them up and down
in warm soap suds until they come out spotless.
This same process would be equally effective in
washing woolen blankets, bath mats, grime-stiff
play garments and linens.

In Use For Over 30 Years

But a woman has not the physical strength or the
time to use this gentler though effective method,
therefore resorts to the washboard and boiler on
things that can, for a time, withstand rougher

BUTLER-JACKSON. In Searsmont, at
the M. E. parsonage, March 31, by Rev.
E. E. Harrison, George W. Butler, Jr.,
andjVic Jackson, both of Searsmont.
CONANT-EVANS. In Chicago, March
22, Clarence Conant, formerly of Belfast,
and Miss Virginia Evans of Chicago.
INGERSOLL-BRALEY. In Belfast, April
5th, at the M. E. parsonage by Rev. C.
W. Martin, Irvin A. Ingersoll and Geogiana Braley, both of Belfast.
MANSUR-ELLIS. In
Belfast, March
31st, by Rev. Charles W. Martin, Leroy
C. Mansur of Monroe and Miss Mabel C.
Ellis of Newton, Mass.

handling.
The Eden accomplishes with the gentler process
in a few moments that which a woman could not
do in hours--or could not, in most cases do at all.

Miss Violet Meyers, who is a
|
at the Mount Ida School, Newton, Mass.,
The community was shocked on Saturis spending the Easter holidays at her
last to learn of the sudden death in
home in Searsport.
I day
DIED.
Thomaston of Mrs Hannah M. PendleMrs. C. L. Foster arrived Friday from j ton, widow of Sylvester B. Pendleton,
GREELEY. In Belfast, April 1, Mrs.
the Waldo County Hospital in Belfast, I old residents of this village. Since Mr.
where she underwent a surgicaf operation Pendleton’s death, Mrs. Pendleton had ! Theresa Hodsdon Greeley, aged 90 years
made her home with some of her chil- and 18 days.
three weeks ago.
I
PENDLETON. In Thomaston, April 3,
dren, having passed the winter with her
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stinson and
Mrs. George W. Bemuth, and Mrs. Hannah M. Pendleton of Stockton
daughter,
daughter Beatrice of Deer Isle and Sam- family in
Thomaston, at whose home she Springs, aged 75 years.
uel Stinson of Sunset were guests of relWHITCOMB. Ill Morrill, April 5th, JaThe funeral was held at
passed
away.
atives in town last week.
her daughter’s home Monday and the in- netta, daughter of James and Maggie
(Fisher) Whitcomb, aged 12 years.j
Sidney Webber, who has been situated terment will be in the family lot in
in Cleveland, Ohio, for the past four Stockton Springs.
months, arrived Saturday to spend EastBELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
The Bangor News has the following
er with his family in town.
item of interest to all film lovers: “Glory
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Mrs. Wm. M. Parse will have an exhi- be! the deadly monotony of many weeks
PAID PRODUCER
bition of trimmed and untrimmed hats of storms and flu and tough traveling PRODUCE MARKET
|
from Miss Louise Ferguson, Belfast, at ended Saturday night when the faithful
Hay, $20 00a25 00
Apples, per bbl.,
the Parse store this (Thursday) afternoon. had a chance to go to the movies once
20
$3 00a4 00 Hides,
After nearly a decade of running Beans, pea,
10 Lamb,
20a22
E. W. Jones of Chicago, engineer for again.
a picture show Saturday
10 Lambskinsl 50a2 00
nights, Wilbur Beans, y. e.,
was in town several
the Armour Co
Crockett has sold his local business and Butter,
58a60 Mutton,
20
days last week on business connected the
now is under the manageenterprise
13al4
2 75
Potatoes,
eef, sides,
with the opening of the plant at Mack’s
ment of J. II. Wardwell, and judging
Round
20
f.
12al3
Hog,
q.,
eef,
Point, formerly operated by the Hubbard from his
success in conducting the best
36 Straw,
10 00a 12 00
;
heese,
p’ertiiizer Co.
i dances ever held in this town, the public
35 Turkey,
26a32
hicken,
Miss Ethel Nichols of the Bangor High is assured of pictures worth seeing.”
60 Tallow,
2
alf Skins,
school faculty and Miss Iona Nichols,
35 Veal,
25
uck,
Cards were received last week by
who teaches in the Brewer schools, spent
44 Wool, unwashed, 55
ggs,
the Easter va.ation with their parents, friends of Mr. and Mrs. Preston H. Mar8 00
30 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Nichols, on | tin announcing the arrival of a little Geese,
6 50
32 Wood, soft,
Water street.
daughter, Jane, at their home on March
MARKET
RETAIL
RETAIL
PRICE
28th.
Mrs.
Martin will be remembered
Stanley Baker Adams, who died at his
2 20
home in Bangor last P’riday, was a grand- here by her many friends as Miss Mary Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
Calkin.
1 16
her graduation from Butter, salt, 18a24 Oats,
Following
son of Dr.
Jonathan Adams, for many
8
Wellesley she went to the town of Wash- Corn,
1 94 Oat Meal,
years pastor of the Congregational church
10
in Searsport. The young man was a stu- burn in the northern part of Maine act- Cracked corn, 1 79 Onions,
1 79 Oil, kerosene, 23a24
dent at the University of Pennsylvania, ing as assistant in the high school of Corn meal,
13
The Cheese,
45 Pollock,
when he left college to enlist in the ser- which Mr. Martin was principal.
acquaintance
there begun ripened into a
28
Cotton seed,
4.25 Pork,
vice, in the Aviation Corps. He was the
interest
8
deeper
about
two
years ago.
15 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
only son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Adams of
310
Bangor. Searsport relatives are Mrs. J. They were married in Portland where Clover seed, OOaOO Shorts,
18a20
13 50a 17 00 Sugar,
Congratulations are Flour,
H. Duncan, Mrs. |C. E. Adams and Mrs. they still reside.
extended.
1 30
H. G. seed,
5 75 Salt, T. I.,
Joseph Sweetser.
28 Sweet potatoes, 10
Lard,
Impressive union Easter services were
BROOKS.
held in the First Congregational church
The
Sunday morning and evening.
The first thunder shower of the season
church was beautiful with quantities of
tulips, hyacinths, jonquils, carnations occurred Monday P. M.
BANGOR LINE.
and pussy-willows. An eloquent Easter
Hollis W. Jones was a visitor in Bansermon was given by the pastor. Rev. T.
gor several days last week.
H. Martin, from a text in Matt. 28 9.
STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
Mrs. Grace Dow Bachelder was a busiThe vested choir rendered a pleasing proRESUMPTION
OF
SERVICE
gram of appropriate music, including the ness caller in Belfast, Monday.
anthem Ye Bells of Easter Day by DresSchedule Effective April 9, 1920.
Guy Patterson has moved to the Merwith
tenor
solos effectively sung by
sier,
ton L. Fogg farm in Jackson.
Lease Belfast TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS
Roscoe N. Porter, and three Easter carEdward Dwyer was a business caller in and SATURDAYS at 4.30 p. m, for Camden,
ols, God Hath Sent His Angels, Awake
and Boston.
Rockland
Glad Easter Morn, and The Easter Light Lewiston several days last week.
Adorns the Hills. At the evening serLeave Ranger TUESDAYS, THURSDAYS
The dam at Jenkins mill broke away
and SATURDAYS at 2 p. m. for Bucksport,
vice an interesting Easter talk was given
last week caused by the recent rain.
Belfast, Camden, Rockland and Boston.
by the pastor, and the anthem, Easter
Leroy E. Godding is painting and paDay, was sung, with soprano solo sweetRETURN—Leave Boston on MONDAYS,
pering for parties here in the village.
ly sung by Miss Isabel Frame.
WEDNESDAYS and FRIDAYS at; 5 p. m.,

Laces, linens, fragile garments, bulky woolens,

sturdy play clothes~all are treated with the same
degree of harmless, gentle action, yet with such
effectiveness that no dirt
the Eden to cleanse.

MAY WE SHOW YOU, IN YOUR HOME, HOW
THE EDEN WILL MAKE “WASH HOUR” OF
YOUR WASH DAY? WHY NOT ARRANGE IT
WITH US TODAY?

honor.

Mrs. Ruby Martin has returned to her
home in Ashville after an extended visit
with- her mother, Mrs. John F. Rogers,
who is improving although critically ill.
Mrs. Rogers’ sister, Mrs. Linnie Young of
Corea remains for a longer visit.

Master Kenneth Hobbs is visiting his
sister, Mrs. Edith Beers, of Skowhegan.
Merton Haley of Monroe was a busicaller in town Friday of last week.

ness

Mrs. Cora Fitzgerald
visited relatives in town

of Waterville
few days last

leave

Rockland

TUESDAYS,

THURSDAYS

and SATURDAYS at 6 a. m. for Camden, Belfast. Bucksport.and Bangor.
NOTE:—Landing will only be made at Winterport by steamer leaving Boston on Fridays
(due Saturdays) and by steamer leaving Bangor on Tuesdays.
GEO. E.DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

Peerless Casualty Company,
Keene, New Hampshire.
Assets

Collateral loans.
Stocks and Bonds
Cash in office ami bank:

THORNDIKE,
Agent for Waldo County for

Dort, Metz Master Six;
Chalmers and Reo

A small

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Ellis spent the
week-end in Belfast, the guests of her

parents.
Mrs. Grace Dow Bachelder has sold
her farm in West Brooks to a party from
West Va.
Miss Nina Webb spent the week-end
with her sister, Mrs. Maude Work, of
Jackson.
Mr. Ra yinond L. Merritt has returned
to the U. of M. to resume his duties as
teacher.

Harlan Pattershall, freight agent here

COMMAND UNUSUAL PRICES
•
THIS SEASON
Ship your collection or if con- fvenient bring the skins in to us.
We like to trade "face to face/*
>
Highest Cash Prices Paid
/

PORTLAND RENDERING CO.,
4wl5
Portland, Maine,

cars

of all kinds.

deposit now

means

a car to use

when others will

be paying
them.

premium

a

tfl3

...

Admitted assets.
.$
Deduct items not admitted.

0 CO
15,650 00
t) 00
142,8 >3 18
7,742 10
2,375 51
0 00
_

1,35151
8,171 82
178.113 62
3,074 93

assets.$ 175,068 69
Liabilities December 31, 1919
13,484 25
Net unpaid losses. .$
8,244 40
Unearned premiums..
Admitted

Automobiles.
Also used

Bernard F. Ellis, who has employment
in Dexter, spent the week-end at his
home.

Agents’ balances...
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

to

get

2 Connecting Farms
96 ACRES AT KNOX CENTER.

{sets of buildings, running water,
orchards, lumber, dressing, etc. Great

Two

potato land. Selling cheap to settle up
an estate.
Particulars
3wl3
J W. WENTWORTH,
143 Brackett St., Portland, Maine.

All other liabilities.
Cash capital..
Surplus over ail liabilities.

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors,
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Northern Division.

December 31, 1919.

estate.$
Mortgage loans.

Real

a

weekj

Bay Electric Co.

Penobscot

■

Schools began in the Senior and Junior
High this week with full attendance.

resist the power of

\

j

The Easter party given in the vestry on
Saturdav afternoon by the junior members of the First Congregational Sunday
school for the primary tots, was a happy
event.
The guests arrived promptly at 3
o’clock, and for an hour weie entertained
with games under the direction of Frances
Rogers, assisted by Gladys Rose and
Martha Duncan.
With Isabel Frame at
the piano carols were sung until 4.30, then
the little people marched to the lower
room, where an elaborate cobweb had
been arranged by the junior teachers.
Cards bearing the name of each guest
formed the clue through the mazes of the
web, where dainty gifts were found in all
sorts of queer hiding places
On leaving
for home, each child received a generous
bag of candy. Members of the hostess
committee not already mentioned were
Miss Annie Rogers and Miss Minerva
Gray. Rev. T. H. Martin was a guest of

can

In the matter of

George L. f 1,1 ,.
“ank™P^y.
McKenzie, Bankrupt,
to the Creditors of George L. McKenzie of
North port, in the County of Waldo and District aforesaid, a Bankrupt.
Your are hereby notified that on the 25th day
of March,A. D. 1920. the said George L. McKenzie was duly adjudicated a Bankrupt and
that the First Meeting of his Creditors will be
held at the office of Dunton & Morse, Savings
Bank Building, in Belfast, Maine, on the 7th
day of May, A. D. 1920, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, at which time and place the said
Creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a Trustee, examine the Bankrupt and

48.226 44

Bangor, Maine.

Total liabilities and surplus. $ 175,068 69
M. A. Cook, Dist. Mgr, ^earsport. Maine.
3wl5
Agents wanted

I HAVE

A Cash Customer
for a place here in the city. House to be
6 or ,7 rooms with hath, also a good garden lot required. Must buy before April
25th. If you have such property for sale
call or telephone
ALBERT E. ANDREWS,
Odd Fellows Block, Rooms 6-7.
15
Telephone 16*12
[

f

transact such other business
come before said meeting.

5,113 60

100.000 00

as

may

For 1920
Beginning the

JOHN R. MASON,
Bankruptcy.

Referee in
April 5, 1920

Sea Shore Cottage

year

1920

we

fl

h

schedule for all of our pi
with a great increase. All
can be positive
of making j.<

l

Come at

*j

a

new

ers

once

and secure your j

Bell Pants
BRIDCE ST.,

properly

For Sale
Six

Schedule of Prici

Factor!

BELFAST. ME

NOTICE
A meeting of the Pythian Bu
sociation will be held at the
Ralph 1). South worth, Tuesday
1920 at 3 p. m., to elect oil
transact any other business th
legally come before the annua
RALPH H. HOWES, Pr<

WANTED

rooms, hard wood floors, steel ceil-

ings, hard pine finish throughout, electric
lights in ail rooms, large shed connected YOUNG WOMEN AS PUPIL
with kitchen. Fifty feet shore frontage; by the Waldo County General
lot 100 feet deep. Very desirable home The hospital offers a course ol
for small family. Twelve minutes’ walk seven months in general nurs
from P. O., situated at No. 5 Jacxson St., comfortable maintenance and <
allowance for text-books and ui>
foot of Harbor St. Particulars of
GEO. M. GRAY, Belfast, Me.
to suitable applicants. Apply t"
3wl5

(Postoflice Box 83)

3wl5

ALICE M.

WESCOll

£

I

